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Calloway Manufacturing
Building Is Impounded
The Calloway Manufacturing Co.
building at 111 East Poplar St. was
in,pounded by Calloway County Sheriff
Max Morris Wednesday afternoon.
According to Morris, notices of the
impoundment were affixed to the north
and west doors of the building, and the
orders of attachment were given to
Clark Hicks, president of the firm, and
William B. Cappock, the firm's
secretary-treasurer.
The suit alleges that Calloway
Manufacturing Co. owes Hoyt and Opal
Fnberts, owners of the building, for
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PICKETING — Several production employees of the
Calloway Manufacturing Co., who contend theyhave not been paid
by the company since Dec. 14, picketed the building this
morning. According to group spokeswoman Wilma Futrell,
the
group "is- not out to hurt anyone, they just want their
money." Futrell added that company officials have told the
employees that the company has no money pay them. Futrell said
the production employees'last working day was Friday.
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders

Charges Against Electric System
Unjustified According To Report
Allegations of . improprAety in the
operation of the Murray Electrie—
System were unjustified according to a
report on the charges given to the MES
board by attorney Wm. Donald
Overbey Wednesday afternoon.
The charges had been levied by
former MES board member Donakl
Jones, in a letter written to members of
the Murray Common Council when he
resigned from the board. Jones was
forced to resign from the board late last
year when it was determined that he
did not reside within the corporate
limits of Murray, a statutory
requirement for board appointees.
WS board member Ruby Hale, also
a member of the Murray Common
Council, Ls expected to present the
report to the council at its regular
meeting tonight at 7:30.
Also at Wednesday's meeting, the
board elected Mary Jane Jackson as
chairman to succeed Wm. B. Boyd
whose term on the board had expired.
Jones letter to the council, which
prompted the council to request the
electric plant board's investigation,
raised several issues.
Overbey, who
iiieera
resources for the investigation former

system superintendent Bill Barker,
Present superintendent
wood, former board chairman Boyd,
current and past board members and
other employees of the system, answered the issues raised by Jones on a
point-by-point basis.
Among the issues raised by Jones
was a possibly conflict of interest in
board member Leonard Vaughn's
having stored on his property utility
poles owned by the system.
"Approximately two years ago,"
Overbey said in the report, "the . . .
system sold a lot located on South
Fourth Street which had formerly been
utilized for the storage of utility poles.
At the time the system found that. . it
had no other suitable property for the
storage of these utility poles.
"Accordingly," Overbey's report
continued, "Mr. Vaughn offered to
permit the system to store utility poles
on his property at no cost to the Murray
Electric System."
Jones had also questioned a
procedure under which Barker, who
served as superintendent until DeC:131,
1979 receivedretirement benefits while
qua birtg nphiydthy
Overbey said the payment of the

Student Delegation To
Meet With Khomeini
TEHRAN AP) — A delegation of the
students holding American hostages at
the U.S. Embassy traveled to Qom
today for a meeting with Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini, and there was
speculation they might discuss their
demand that U.S. Charge d'Affaires L.
Bruce Laingen be turned over to them
for questioning.
Foreign Minister Sadegh GhoUszadeh
has asked Khomeini to rule on the
students' demand to get their hands on

Laingen and two U.S. aides who have
been held under virtual house arrest at
the Foreign Ministry since Nov. 4, the
day the embassy and the estimated 50
hostages were seized.
The students have said they will
accept Khomeini's ruling, but Iran's
revolutionary and Shiite Moslem leader
has not yet announced a decision and
has declared he will not receive visitors
for 15 days beginning Saturday.

Assembly To
Put Teeth Into
Review Process
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The 1960
General Assembly has been asked to
put teeth into a review process it set up
two years ago for personal service
contracts.

American Agricultural
Movement Meeting
Set For Jan. 15

today's index

U.S. Gets Soviet Arraignment

4

Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
announced that the assembly, which
ended Its regular 1979 session on
Monday, would meet at 3 p.m. EST
today.
The emergency session is expected to
last several days, and the debate is
expected to be a replay of the debate in
the Security Council last weekend, with

most of the members attacking the
Soviet action in Afghanistan and the
Soviet Union and its communist allies
defending it.
The United States and its allies were
reported confident that they could
muster the twothirds majority
necessary for adoption of the resolution
vetoed by the Soviet Union in the
Security Council. The big-power veto
does not apply in the assembly, but
adoption of the resolution will have only
moral and propaganda value since the
assembly has no power to order
punitive action.
The resolution deplored the armed
intervention in Afghanistan and called
for the withdrawal of all foreign forces.
The opponents of the Soviet action
took their case to the General Assembly
under a procedure estc.blishm in 1f60 to
deal with situations in which a veto
prevented the Security Council from
taking action to preserve or restore
peace.
The resolution asking for the
assembly session was submittted by the

Lowry Bound Over
On Arson Charges

Resolutions were introduced in both
Ancel Clay Lowry was bound over to
Church rectory at 401 North 12th St.
houses Wednesday asking that a special
retirement benefits was proper because
the February Calloway County Circuit
Persons were at home at all of the
_
investigating committee be
residences when the fires broke out.
Court grand jury following a
ts-Markeestabrshed to look into a controversial
as other employees under the plan
przli'ifirnsorhearing on
:yi ed
'-,Total,xalue..of the property ,diettrjr,
personal service contract issued by the
(adopted in 1948) are the "private
Wednesday afternoon in Calloway
was $32,900.
Department of Libraries and Archives.
property earned by the employee
County District Court.
Testifying for the prosecution were
The resolutions were on behalf of the
during his tenure with the system,
"Probable cause" was determined by
Murray City policemen Martin Wells
Personal Service Contract Review
therefore there is no impropriety in the
District Judge Sid Easley in the case
and Lyle Pridemore and Kentucky
Subcommittee and is first such request
employee's electing to receive
against Lowry, who was a student at
State Police arson investigator Don
under a 1978 law that created the
retirement benefits and at the same
Murray State University and a resident
Serf.
subcommittee.
time continue his employment with the
of Hart Hall on the MSU campus at the
Ed Overbey, public defender apThe subcommittee does not have the
Murray Electric System."
time of his arrest last November.
pointed for Lowry, moved for a
authority to stop a contract during the
Overbey's report said that travel
Lowry, 25, Owensboro, is charged
reduction in the $155,000 bond set for
interim, but if one is continued over its
expenses paid for board members are
with four counts of arson in the first
Lowry, ,who has been lodged in the
objections, the issue is brought to the
"proper and necessary for the efficient
degree, three counts of wanton enCalloway County Jail since his arrest.
attention ot the next legislature.
and effective operation of the system."
dangerment and one count of criminal 'Easley denied the motion in view of the
The subcommittee rejected the initial
attempt to commit murder
He added that the expense payments of
"record of the defendant art4 the
,,,n$265,000 contract with Library Internection with four fires reported early
the system are reviewed monthly by
seriousness of the charges."
face Systems, Inc. three times and last
Sunday, Nov. 11.
the board for approval.
November rejected a $185,695 extension
The fires were at the home of Gary
Jones had also questioned the acfor this fiscal year.
Epling, 812 Main; Robert A. Batts, 902
cumulation of cash reserves by the
Olive; Karen L. DeVries, 1081
system. Overbey's report said the
/
2 North
However, the department continued
current system audit reveals tem9th St.; and the St. Leo's Catholic
to make payments to the firm, even
porary cash reserves of $775,000 of
after an attorney general's opinion that
which "approximately $500,000 wwill
it was illegal to make payments in
apparently be utilized to pay forthe
advance before services were provided.
construction of the Olive Street subThe contract is for converting tbe
station which is expected to come on
card catalog systems at the state
line in late January or February of this - librarst_in_Feapitfort and the Louisville
Year •
Free Public Library into a new comA state wide meeting of the Amencan
det,epjped that the
Puter system.
balance of such cash reserves - Li
Ed rised„-D-Cyrithlaria; said-that--_Agricultural Movement has been
scheiiiiicfliii-Tireoay;.Jatr.-15;''at-7nieeta..vgaapeogaxv41¢÷-2
necessary and proper to meet the daily
1
Library Interface was incorporated in
p.m. at the courtroom of the Calloway
operating needs of the system and to
Minnesota with assets of $2,500. One
County Court House, according to Kim
have sufficient cash reserves in the
day after the contract was signed with
Wallis of Murray, local spokesman for
event of a natural calamity . ."
the Library Department it was paid
group.
the
As far as the rate charged customers
$50,000 on the contract.
--This Kentucky meeting is for all
of MES, Overbey's report said the local 'Ford told the Senate that State
interested farmers, agri-business
rate is currently the lowest allowable
Librarian Barbara Williams had told
leaders, and any other persons inby the Tennessee Valley Authority,
the Joint Interim Appropriations and
terested in the farming programs and
which supplies power to MES.
Revenue Committee last summer that
markets, Wallis said.
In other business, the board decided
all libraries in the state supported the
Items to be discussed at the Tuesday
to advertise for bids on either leasing or
contract.
include the present farm
meeting
purchasing a vehicle for use by Supt.
However, Ford said the Louisville
situation, grain embargo, price
Underwood and approved a resolutior.
and Lexington libraries continued to
situation, past actions, future action
honoring Boyd for his 11 years of serobject to the contract. "They flat did
plans, and information from the United
vice on the power board.
not agree this should be done."
Department of Agriculture in
States
It was also suggested that the board
- "The subcommittee's position is that
Washington, D. C.
consider changing its regular meeting
this payment is illegal and the contract
Wallis said the movement is exdate from the second Wednesday of
is illegal," Ford said.
pecting persons from all parts of the
each month to later in the month so that
Ford also said he felt the future of the
state and possibly from Tennessee to
the system's monthly report would be
review subcommittee was resting on
attend the meeting here on Tuesday.
in order prior to the board meetinw
the outcome of the resolutions.

Russians To Veto Sanctions Against Iran

By JOHN BAUSMAN
Associated Press Writer
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — The
United States was successful in its
drive to arraign the Soviet Union before
the General Assembly for Its military
intervention in Afghanistan, but the
Russians announced that they would
veto any resolution in the Security
Council calling for sanctions against
Iran.
With Security Council action on
Afghanistan blocked by the Soviet veto,
the council adopted a resolution
Wednesday night asking for an
emergency session of the 152-nation
assembly to deal with the situation in
the Central Asian nation.
•

of violating Kentucky ReWsid- Statutes
337.020, failure to pay employees. The
penalty upon conviction ranges from a
fine of $25 to $100 on each count.
Richard Lewis, attorney for Cappock,
and Steven Sanders, attorney for Hicks,
told Judge Sid Easley that they would
file motions contending that Cappock
and Hicks were acting in a corporate
capacity and not as individuals.
This morning Sanders said measures
have been taken by the company to
collect outstanding debts presently
owed the local firm.
Easley will rule Monday, Jan. 21,
whether the charges against the pair
should be dismissed.
Parker said Monday that if the court
should drop the charges against Cappock and Hicks as individuals, he would
file charges for non-payment of employees against the corporation.
The plant closed at noon Friday.

rent on the building and grounds for the
months of October, November and
December 1979 and January of this
year.
Employees of the firm picketed the
building this morning demanding the
firm pay them wages they contend have
been owed them since Dec. 14.
Cappock and Hicks pleaded not guilty
Monday in Calloway County District
Court on charges that they have failed
to pay their employees since Dec. 14.
The firm, which manufactures blue
jeans,last issued paychecks on Dec. 21,
however, the checks were for the pay
period ending Dec. 14.
State law provides that an employer
must pay his employees within 18 days
of the last work performed, according
to Calloway County Attorney Max
Parker.
The summons for the pair, issued
Friday, charged thein with 120 counts

Philippines and Mexico, and the vote in
the 15-nation council was 12-2, with the
Soviet Union and East Germany voting
no and Zambia abstaining.
The council vote Monday on the
resolution calling for withdrawal of the
Soviet troops had been 13-2, with
.Zambia voting with the majority. But
that was an issue of substance on which
the negative Soviet vote counted BB a
veto, while the resolution to go to the
General Assembly was a procedural
matter exempt from the veto of the five
permanent council members — the
United States, the Soviet Union,
Britain, France and China.
Meanwhile, lass, the official Soviet
news agency, announced that U.S.
plans to get the Security Council to vote
sanctions against Iran were doomed to
defeat.
"As regards the USSR, it will not
tolerate any interference from the
outside in the internal affairs of Iran,
and will not allow the United States to
impose a decision to apply economic
sanctions against it," said Tess.

A senior American official in
Washington said if the Soviets vetoed
the sanctions resolution, the United
States would try to get its European
allies and others to join it in a program
of sanctions outside the U.N.
The Soviet Union abstained when the
Security Council adopted a resolution
on Dec. 31 calling for the release of the
hostages and committing the council to
consider measures against Iran if they
were not freed by Jan. 7. The
Americans at the time expected the
Russians to abstain again when the
sanctions resolution came to a vote, but
that was before the Soviet intervention
in Afghanistan and the hostile
American reaction to it.
The United States wants an embargo
applied to all Iranian imports except
food and medicine and all Iranian
etpests.except oil, the country's chief
source of income. PresidetiCearter
earlier this week called on the Security
Council to vote sanctions "without
delay," but so far the U.S. delegation
has given first priority to the crisis in
Afghanistan.
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windy and warm
Windy and warm tonight with
periods of rain or isolated
thunderstorms. Lows mid 40s to
near 50. Windy and turning cooler
Friday with the rain tapering to
scattered
showers.
Ternpbratures falling into the lower
'40,s by evening.
Partly cloudy skies are expected Saturday, with a chance of
rain Sunday and Monday. Highs
will be in the 40s Saturday
in
the 40s to mid 50s by Monday.
Lows will be in the 30s Saturday
and Sunday and in the 30s to low
40s Monday.
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PAINT JOB — Bobby Ray Fortner, a
New Orleans steeplejack and sign
painter, uses a long-handle roller to put
a coat of paint on the Murray Post Oflice fig pOle Wednesday after:66On. According to Fortner, he paints all post office flag poles in the southern region of
the United States, after permission
from each local postmaster.
Stall Photo tly Matt Sanders
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Communjty Calendar
Thursday. Jan. IS
Murray Women of the
Moose have rescheduled their
postponed meeting for 8 p.m.
at the Lodge Hall. North 16th
Street.

•

Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities at the Hazel
With the beginning of each
Comtnunity Center from 10
are already seeing hair make
year, there is always a
new
a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch
a comeback. They are saying
of
deal
introspection
great
and
we will be wearing wigs and
Gamma Gamma Chapter of served at 11:45 a.m.
analyzing. With the beginning
hairpieces again, but with a
Beta. Sigma Phi is scheduled
entirely
new
an
of
decade, sense of humor
The„Welcome Wagon Club, to meet,
late registration for the
- also teased
will meet at the First
spring semester at Murray there is an avalanche of
hair will be in - again. From
and
so
projecting
analyzing.
beheld
Christian Church at 7 p.m.
Baptist Young Women of State University will
things I've 'read, hairstyles
needless to say, I plan to get in
First Baptist Church will have all day in the Student Center.
will be anything you want act.
the
Homemakers Clubs are a salad supper at 6:30 p.m.
not serious - shorter in
and
by
ceramics
in
exhibition
An
+++
Scheduled to meet as follows:
longer in front, and
baek,
Station,
Mark Rhodes. Valley
For starters, the projection
Dexter at Dexter Community
The Rachel Sunday School art major at Murray State
chopped up somewhere off the
for the Apperson fnily
Center at 9:30 a.m.; Class of the First
forehead to take away -the
Baptist University, will open today during the Eighties will be
two
Progressive and Town Si Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
uptightness.
through Jan. 23 high school graduates, apcontinue
and
Country, plaoes, not an- the church parlor.
+++
Eagle Gallery, proxiinjnely three college
M.
Clara
the
at
nounced.
de4i4ner
----.PoDaylo-Kma Art. cantor -grathintethree--nreddmRs"--":
FridnycJan. II
"that
"
Ir 14/4
Ir.
the concept
states
of In's'.
Shopping for Senior Citizens MSU.
of
couple
a
new
maybe
adSoutheastern Spotted Type
Out's
is
and
passe.
He
says
will be held and call 753-0929
ditions to the family, and with
Conference Swine Show and
there
won't
be
one
style,
morning
for
a.m.
shopby 9
that I simply refuse to look
Saturday. Jan.12
Sale, sponsored by the ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
length or shape - only personal
At-A-Thon is scheduled to any further. National Spotted Fwine
choices. Anything that makes
afternoon shopping.
+++
meet at 8 -p.m. at Carman
Record, Inc.. will open at 9
ii woman- freer -is RIGHT!
the
it
Eighties,
see
I
As
will
Pavillion,College Farm Road.
a.m. at the West Kentucky
That does sound.good.
Southeastern Spotted Type
This is a support group for be a time of supreme physical
Livestock and Exposition Conference Show, sponsored
++
families and friends of fitness, from jogging, roller
Center, Murray State.
When speaking of the
by the National Spotted Swine
alcohOlics-and for information skating, tennis, walking. A Eighties, there is no
way to
Record, Ind., will begin at 8
spokesman for the Institute of
call 437-4229. leave_ out the subject of
Murray Chapter No. 92 a.m. at the West Kentucky
Sports Medicine in New York
nutrition; dieting.
Royal Arch Masons will meet Livestock and Exposition
The
Southeastern Spotted Type said. "In the Seventies, there January
at 7:30p.m. at the lodge hall. --Center. No charge and the
McCall's
quotes
if
that
you are fit
Conference Show will continue was a feeling
Shakespeare,"0! that this too
public is invited.
at the West Kentucky and feel better, you will look too .solid fleshMurray State Basketball
would melt,
next
the
In
10 years,
Livestock and Exposition better.
Thaw and resolve itself into a
games with Morehead will be
Lunch for the Nutrition
Center, College Farm Road, more people will simply want dew!"
held at the Sports Arena with. Program for the Elderly will
Haven't we all longed
with the sale to start at 11 a.m. to feel better as an end in it- for this?
Do read this McCall's
the Women to play at 5:15 p.m. be served at 12 noon at the
today. The public is invited self."
Whole Girth Catalogue, it has
and the Men to- play at 7:30 Douglas Center. For reser+++
and there is no charge.
something for everybody.
p.m.
vations call 753-8938.
inflation and maintaining
. +++
Basketball games at our standard of living seems
With this new decade will
Murray State University to me to be the biggest
probably come- more leisure
Sports Arena will be. Lady problem we will face. For
time because- . of shorter
Racers vs. Eastern at 5:15 sure, •cutting down, doing
working hours and greater use
p.,m., and Men Racers vs. without and belt tightening
For Program Information, Please Call 75.3-3314
of automation. Home and
Eastern Kentucky gt 7:30 p.m. are awaiting us. Who wants a
family will be the benefactors
lower standard of living of this development.
Gospel singing. featuring nobody - but, change is in the
7:25,9:20
+++
McFarland Family of St. air.
Arnold Mitchell; a social
+++
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RA/NEI APPERSON
says, "People are realizing
they can no longer get the
answers' from such experts
and are becoming more selfreliant."

evaulation,"The Eighties will
see a shift from "quantity
toward quality, from the
group toward the individual,
from fads toward fashion." He
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This machine washable all
weather coat will take you
anywhere in style with Rabbit
Fur collar and quilted lining.
Furs tibOted to Silo* Country of •
Ongon of Imported Furl
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Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Treas of
Hazel will be honored on their
50th wedding anniversary
with a reception at the home of
Mildred Guthrie at Hazel from
2 to 4 p.m.

ROBERT F.EDFORD
7ANE FONDA

STEVE MARTIN
_ I TrigM
t

THE
ELECTRIC
HORSEMAN

_A

BETTE MIDUER
ALAN BATES

THE ROSE*

The Rev. Stephen Davenport and family who are
moving to Washington, D. C.,
will be honored at a reception
following the 9:45 a.m. worship services at St. John's
Episcopal Church, 1620 Main
Street.

BEGIN THE 80's WITH
HIGHER SAVINGS RATES
From

HOE.KINSVILLE _FEDERAL
NEW

30 Month Money
Market Certificate
January Rate — 10.40%
Compounded Daily

Effective Annual Yield 10.958%

6 Monti Money
Market Certificate
11.858% Jan. 10th thru Jan. 16th
-- $10,000 Minimum Deposit
littered Penalty For Early Certificate WithdrawalFederal Regulations prohibit compounding of interest cm this type account

,Effective January 1., 1980
The Savings Rate On

90 Day Certificates and
90 Day Passbook Accounts
Will Be Increased To 6%
Daily Compounded

No Minimum Deposit-

Murray
Murray
South
Downtown
Branch • Hopkinsville Branch
•"
Federal Savings & Loan Assn..
715So. 12th St.
7th and Main
(1.:*
FSLIC

753-7921

PADUCAH PATIENT
Harvey Ellis of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital. Paducah.

S

tonites movies

.

PATILINTATPAOCCAN
Recently dismissed Iron,
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Roy Hackley of Murray.

Friday,Jan. II

Thursdal,,Jan. 18 .Crove 6126 of the•Woodmer.
of the World is scheduled to
meet at.6 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.

too woo.
LENDER

By Abigail Van Buren

HANDBAGS!

Times Change
Not Her Sheets

DEAR ABBY: Here's one I'll bet you never heard-before.
Our son's wife is a darling girt. well-educated, exceptionally
clean, and comes from a fine family. We couldn't love her
more if she were our own daughter;Their home is beautiful
and always presentable and picked up. even though I know
she hates housework.
The problem is that we live some distance away. and
when we visit them once or twice a year the linens in their
guest room haven't been changed since their previous e
guests visited.(Lots of friends and family visit them.)
Wash-and-wear linens never lookrisp. I know, but since I
first suspected that the beds had not been changed, I marked the sheets. so I know they are not laundered between
guests.
I don't know how to handle this. since I prefer .to sleep
without sheets rather than jeapardize our marvelous relationship. But when I think of sleeping between used
sheets-yuk!
Valk'
T
DEAR TOO: If you are sure that the bed linen in the
guest room is not fresh, tell your darling, well-educated, exceptionally clean daughter-in-law who hates housework that
she "forgot" to change the linen. Offer to help her change it.
Or quietly iind fresh linen and change it yourself.
_
DEAR ABBY: My belorcd wife, of 47 years passed on to
her reward after a Fingering illness. She had been gone only
a few weeks when I was beseiged by single ladies from miles
around. The first who came to console me was Monica.ta
very proper spinsterfrom my church. For weeks, this-kind
lady daily brought casseroles, home-baked bread, cakes,
etc., so when Monica asked me to drive her to a cousin's
funeral 150 miles away. I agreed in order to reciprocate for
her kindness. (She said her car was in the shop.) Since
Monica intended to remain overnight, I arranged to stay
with a friend nearby. Everything was perfectly proper.
Well, last Sunday. Monica waited for me after church,saying she had to talk to me privately. She had tears in her eyes
,as we sat in her car (which I later learned had NOT been in
the shop) while she told me that her gossipy neighbors had
seen her getting into my car with her suitcase and•noticed
that we didn't get back until the following evening, so they
assume that we are having an intimate relationship! Monica
then said her reputation would be ruined ill didn't announce
my intentions to MARRY her! Abby.I am not even considering marriage, but if I were, it wouldn't be to Monica. What
can I say without being cruel?
IN NO MOOD FOR MARRIAGE
.DEAR IN: Just pat the lady on the hand and say,
-Madame:* the evil minds and clacking tongues of busybodiesshall not shape my destiny - or yours. Let us see no more of
each other from this day on, and prove the gossips wrong!"
Then run as though a fox were pursuing you. Recall-se she is.

DEAR ABEIYi Will you please do us widows.a favor and
remind all our married friends that wedo not need a colleen
"with the. girls," lunch "withr the-girls." or an evening out
"with the girls." What we IX) desperately need, however, is
an introduction to some of their eligible male friends!
-I am a widow in my 403. I have lots of women friends who
say they would love to do something for me, but they're.no
help at all when it comes to what I need the most-a chance
to meet an unattached man!jcan't understand why it should
be so difficult to arrange a meeting.
My friends say,"Oh, I know a very nice Widower I think
you ought to meet;I'm going to get you and John together.: And that's the last I heat about John.
I'm sure there are some single men out there. Abby, but
I my friends just aren't cooperating. Any suggestions?
NO NAME IN TEXAS

DEAR NO NAME: The next time • friend mentions a
wan she thinks you "ought to meet," waste no time in telling
hag...luso ye-'— -,vailable. Then ask her to please arrange a
meeting- at-her place or yours. And if nothing happens,
you'll know ghee all talk and no action. Or the man isn't as
'available as she thought he was.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet,. "How to Have • Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a long, 'stamped 128 eats) self-addressed
,
753-1214r
envelope to Abe': 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.

A!
pkin
Mel
crea

Vinyls, Canvas & Leather-like

Req. to 1499

699

LINGERIE
G ROBES!
Brushed & Nylon. Reg. to 2999
1/3 to 50% OFF!
DRASTIC DRESS
REDUCTIONS!
•Junior dreiies.
•Misses dresses
•Halfsize dresses
• short dressy dresses

799t01.399

Reg. 1999 to 3999
•Pantsuits

)Reg. 29" to 3999

1399tol 599

PANTS!
MISSES
fashion pants

Poly-garbardine
elastic
19
peerga.nd
zipR
n ti st
oa
withfrw
sided

699
MISSES SHIRTS!
699

100% Polyester Shirts! Choose
from solids, prints, florals and
geometric patterns. Reg. 19"

MISSES SKIRTS!

Plaids tell the fashion
story in tri-blend wools
2499
and pretty color mixes. Reg.

1 3-99
JACKETS!
29

Jackets in many styles & fabrics_

Reg. to 49" •
.r0

SWEATERS!
Top off your wardrobe with sweaters!
Misses and junior sizes in poodles,
lurex, terrys, chenille and cowlnecks.

99

Reg. 16"

SKIRTS!
JUNIOR
in tri-blend wooU

Bias cul plaids
and pretty color Mixes.

Reg' 1999

899

JUNIOR PANTS!

Corduroy, flannel, and polyester gabardine
fabrics in fashions latest styles.

Reg. 1999

899
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Special Dessert Recipe
By CV.CILY BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor

COME FOR DESSERT! Coconut Torte
Coffee
COCONUT TORTE

HUONG DINH, left, assists Lee An Fandrich In constnieting materials for a bulletin
board.Other "teachers"for the lesson were Heather Doyle and Kim Twigg.

DAVID DILL, right, leads Brenda Donelson and Doug Pitts in a music activity, which introduced-differentebyibm-instriatiettis-and their sounds. Stanley-Ratiedge-lielped-DiR-plan _
and teach the lesson.

Sixth Graders In
Learning Activity
Murray Middle School 6th
graders had an unusual learning experience recently when
they became "teachers."
Pete Morgan, new to the
school system this .year, had
previously student taught at
the middle school under.the
supervision of Susan
Hargrove, teacher of , the
Trainable Mentally Handicapped • students: Observing his
sixth graders' _interest and
curiosity in the students in the
TMR class, Morgan helped his
students plan a variety of
teaching and learning • ex-

Open Fridays
_'til 8:30 P.M.

periences to _share with. the
TMH students.
Morgan stated, "After
several of'my students participated with'the TMH class,
I •found that they no longer
viewed these kids as being different. Their-attitudes changed toward the mentally handicapped:*
Both Morgan . and Mrs.
Hargrove felt the experience
_was meaningful and worthwhile for all the students.
The-students also participated
in bowling and playground activities.

Mitray
edge & T rne.

l

Gymnastics
Classes
Recreational & Competitive
Programs

14)5-80
('ovie Smith', Rt. 3 Bx. 239,
Newborn Admissions
Murray, Mrs. Jessie V.
'lab)! 49Y--HerzodC114-Fit,-.?_44_•-- .14...MkrraY•
( Diana ), Rt. 5, Benton, Keel, Mrs. Cora Dumas, 207 N. !
Baby Girl (Brenda, Rt. 3Bx. Spruce, Murray, Buford
256A9, Murray, Conger, Baby Downey, Rt. 8 Bx. 610,
Girl ( Brenda, 205 Wilson, Murray, William H. Rogers
Paris, Tenn.
Sr., Rt. 3 Bx. 23, Cadiz, Henry
Dismissals
_Lubben, Rt. I -Bx. 484,
Mrs. Peggy S. Darnell and Springville, Tenn., Mrs.
.
Baby Girl, 313 W.7th, Benton, Louise Patterson, New
Cantrell Jones, 1701 Ryan, Concqrd, Fred Smith (ex-,
Murray, Donald R. Frick, Rt. pired,
736 Nash, Murray.
2, Benton, Leonard T. Cary,
173,1 Walnut, Benton, _Mrs. I-6-80
Newborn Admissions
Anna B. Cooksey, Rt. 1 Bx.
Foster, Baby Boy (Angela).
284, New Concord, E. Glen
Kirks, Rt. 3 Bx. 87A, Murray„ 402 N. 2nd, Murray., Lee,Baby
Rt. 1, Dexter.
Mrs. Robbie N. Clark, Rt. 5, Boy Mary),(
Dismissals
Paris, Tenn., William R.
Mrs. Brenda K. England,
Gean, Rt. 1 Bx. 205A,
Buchanan, Tenn., Amanda K. Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Murphy,
1604
Dodson, Jeanette N. Noles and Baby
Murray, Mrs. Ruth Bell, Rt. 1, Girl, P.O. Bx.93, Benton, Mrs.
Almo,
Mrs.
Mary S. _ Debra J. Baehler and 13aby
Trenholm, Rt. 1, Hazel, Fred Bly. 1213 Ivie, Hickman, Mrs.
)
,c_r_QoLust C. MeWane, Bx. 76,
C. iciftg, wok,...grkkicr,a,
Mrs. Carla J. Herold, Rt. 8--Hardin, Mrs. Teresa D.
it

tasses.For-:-

CrirLs ages 4-18
Boys Ages6-18
Ladies-Slimnasties

Registration:

Sat., January 12, 1980
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

/
warivet-

SALE OF SALES!
004

[12

' 11 PRICE

r

1111"

B. Tolley. 1326 Main, Murray,
Bullard' Alexander, Rt. 1,
a
Henicke, 401 S. 11th, Murray,
Mrs. 011ie P. Riley (expired),
104 Parks Dr., Murray.

49
90 T°

279w

Winter Dresses
Regularly 32.00 to 60.00
19
99 TO

3

OFF

Hurry in for Some Real Bargains
e

specialty
shop -

416 Main St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

•

k11

Regularly 15.00 to 44.00

3999

Bras & Girdles
Regularly 7.50 to 11.00

15% 35%
TO

OFF

Coordinates

Skirts & Pants

Regularly 19.00 to 72.00

Regularly 18.00 to 44.00

NOW /
1 3 OFF -

NOW

3

OFF

Winter Gloves

Great Sweaters

Regularly 7.00 to-16.00

Regularly 12.00 to 36.00

529

NOW

Low As

Now In Progress

Winter Handbags
1"
1
TO

bia, Tenn. Great grandparents
are Mrs. Floy Light and Mrs.
C. B. Vincent of Dyersburg,
Tenn,

Winter Clearance
$20
0
Shoe
s
As
Sale
Sale Starts Friday

, - ,
• Open Fridays
'til 8:30

Regularly 80.00 to 350.00

T0 ½

7

POPPINGrORN
When making popcorn,
don't put the salt in the popper
with the calm because it tends
to make the puffs tough.

medium- Makes8 servings.

ENTIRt siocK!

Regularly 19.00 to 63.00

47
"1 --29'610/4Grandparents are James
Light, Sr., of Isiemphis, Tenn
Mrs. Don Obrrell of Bartlesville, Okla., and Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh R. Orr of Colwii-

I

MIT'S

Winter Shoes

Pro/3er defrosting selves energy

LIGHT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. James L.
. Light...Jr., 1709 College Farm
Road.Murray.are the parents
of a baby boy, Jonathan
Phillips, weighing six pounds
two ounces, measuring 19'
inghes, born on Tuesday, Jan.
1, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is a band director
at Murray High School and
Murray Middle School. The
mother is a mathematics_
teacher at Murray High
School.

cup chopped

WINTER
OATS

Another energy-saving reminder from the Department
of Energy:
Use the proper :defrosting methods for manual refrigerator-freezers.
These appliances consume less energy than those that
, defrost automatically, but they must be defrosted frequently and quickly to maintain that edge. Frost should
never be allowed to build up to more than one-quarter of
an inch.

Murray Tennis Center Inc.
School of Gymnastics
Highway 641 NOrth
Murray, Ky.
753-0129

E:. Turner, 205 NAth, Murray,
Mrs. G
C Franklin 203
Erwin, May ield, T. Clayton
Hargrove, Rt. 7 Bx. 294,
Murray, Christine A. Behling,
804 Minerva, Murray. Mrs.

corvincwirI rro ttl nuorin
12

You'll Save Big, Because We're Overstocked

10 HOSPITAL NEWS
ANGEL ADAMS helps Randy Collie put together a pumpkin face which was part of a lesson planned by her and Mitzi
McDougal. The lesson involved pasting and folding which increases motor control skills.
Photo. h% Koe Peebles

Crackly top and chewy
interior.
40 single salted crackers
(each 134 inches square,
finely crushed ii a
cups I.
Pi
teaspoons
aking
powder
•
1 2 cup finely cut pitted
fresh-style dates,'
4 large egg whites
1 and 1-3rd cups firmly
packed light brown sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
312-ounce
can flaked

fine) walnuts
1 cup heavy cream
w!‘ipped. sweeteurd and
i la vored to taste '
Stir together crackers and
baking powder: add'dates and-separate pieces with your
fingers.' Beat egg whites until
they • hold soft peaks;
gradually beat in brown
sugar, continuing to beat if
necessary until meringue
holds stiff, straight peaks.
Fold in cracker mixture,
vanilla, coconut and walnuts.
Turn into a buttered pie plate
19 by Pi inches 1. Eaice in a
preheated
.
350-degree .oven
until top is crisp — 25 to 30
minutes. Cool on a.wire rack.
Torte may sink a little. Before

3

OFF

Lingerie & Robes

Winter Boots

Regularly 7.00 to 54.00

Regularly 46.00 to 86.00

467

TO 5699

/
11 4

TO /
11 3 OFF

4 liii NIL KHAN', Ky.,

.thursatti , Jtuua I y IU, 1$641

Opinion Page

- Looking Back

ill Years Ago

EDITORIAL

Gaylord Forrest of Murray_has been
named as administrative consultant on
apart time basis to the Region a Mental
Health and Mental Retardation Board.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Della
Elkins, 86
The Rev and Mrs Heyward Roberts
have returned home after spending two
weeks on a special tour of The Holy
Land. He is pastor of the West Fork
Baptist Church, and the church surprisedthe couple with a love offering of
over $1,000 on Dec. 21.
Births reported include a boy,
Stephen Ralph Workman, to Barker
and Marion Lockett on Dec. 26, a girl,
Cheryl, to Mr. and Ws. Ted ailliagton
on Jan. 7, and a boy, Trevor Howard, to
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Coleman on Jan. a.
Teen Town, located in the basement
of the First United Methodist Church,
will be open tonight with live music by
the Five Bits of Soul.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
the -Hickman County Falcons with
Hudspeth as high scorer for Murray
and Jordan for Hickman.

Procurement Code
Needs Second Look
stock at one of the vendors and
idea beh
new
w procurement (purchasing) the other two each had the part
The
code ii—
soiind -but the -re- - at an- identical prtce. The quirements in the statute, reason one was chosen over the
which went into effect Jan. 1, other was that the color of the
seem to be cumbersome lira part matched the present door
_frame.
few areas.
This seems like a great deal
The code, which applies to all
extra paper work for such a
of
government agencies in the
purchase.
state, requires bidding for any.
We agree that competitive
: purchase over $2,500. That, in
presumably results in
bidding
itself, does not trouble us.
the
possible price for the
lowest
But that $2,500 Is an agbig-ticket
items governments
• gregate figure, i.e, if a city pursystems must" buy,
and
school
chases over $2,500 of one item
fire
like
trucks
and school fur• in a given year, it must adverniture.
tise for bids.
But requiring competitive
The basic problem or the
bidding on every pencil pur-measure, as we see it, is in the
chased, which in one way is
way it applies to smaller pur-. what this law cloes, would seem
chases (those under $2,500). to us to add so much additional
The law requires the govern- paperwork that any savings
ment agency • (city, county, realized through' the process
school board,etc.)to file a "let- would be lost in unnecessary
ter of determination" on those red tape.
purchases.
The previous limit beyond
This letter must explain why
which bidding was required
the agency made the purchase
was $5,000. This law lowers that
from the particular vendor and limit to $2,500. With the way.inwhy the purchase was needed
nation is pushing prices up, a
:In the first place.
$5,000 purchase in the realm
goverragP/11,-...15
fit .Geetirmd
--week at Murray City Hall. The not such a "big" piu:chase
automatic door closer on one of anymore.
the front doors to the building
We wonder if possibly the
broke. Before the city could limit should have been raised
purchase another door closer,a rather than lowered.
letter of -determination had to
AS we'said at the: start, we
be written. explaining why the support a procurement code.
purchase was needed (the -lye think the code that just went
closer was broken), the, city into effect is a step in the right
had to check with three vendors direction but some areas of the
for prices and availability and law appear overly burdensome.
then the city was required to
We urge the Kentucky
explain in the letter of deter- General Assembly to take a
mination why the particular good look at the code with an
vendor was chosen.
eye on modification, particularThe needed part was out-of- ly the "make-work" aspects.

Washington Today

0a.
Lu

20 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

He Was Pie-Dyed At The Finish,
• But He Staged A Whale Of A Show

The big, two-hour TV special the
• Blue Eyes" himself — a hat tilted By the time he finished, he was found
other night celebrating Frank Sinatra's
back on his head, a topcoat thrown over to have been pie-eyed, but I can tr11640 years in show business stirred some
one shoulder and nonchalantly puffing fully say he's a showman. At least, he
fond memories. Although I missed most
was that night. He didn't insult his
on a cigarette,
of it because of a Murray State
audience, like I've heard so many do.
basketball game,I did get to see the tail
While the band played a medley of his He was warm,Personal and thoroughly
end of it when we got twine.
most famous songs, he slowly threaded entertaining — and the crowd loved it.
I've always enjoyed Sinatra's singing
his way among the tables to the stage. He's a showman — mainly, I suppose, because I can tell
Rea thing the microphone, he explained It's hard to realize it has been 40
what he's saying in the song. He's a
first off that he was pinch hitting for his years since he Brat started as a vocalist
pretty good actor, too, as far as I'm
friend. Sammy Davis, who had been to with the Tommy Dorsey band.
concerned — mainly, I suppose,
a dentist that afternoon with an abbecause he is so relaxed and natural.
_
sessed tooth.
7.1-ettercps iers":4-41114er
--rrt have any
- in
He dian-t
show planned
person on two occasions, one of which
particular.
He
would
have
to simply do
was a show he did at the Moulin Rouge,
it by the seat of my pants."
the Hollywood supper club and which
+++
was so well known years ago at the site
For the next hour and 20 minutes,
of the popular radio show, "Queen For
Sinatra put on a show the likes of which
a Day."
I had never seen, nor have I seen since.
+++
He joked with and answered questions
The first time I ever saw him was the
from the audience, sang 23 songs —
night I also saw big John Wayne. I
\ most of which were yelled in request
wrote about that shortly after Wayne
from out front — and downed the better
died last summer.
part of a fifth of bourbon someone sent
Franlcie, Jr., had opened a two-week
up to the stage soon after he got under
engagement at the Cocoanut Grove in
way.
the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles
He'd sing a couple songs, pour one of
and all the entertainment folk had come
those
old-fashioned, barrel-shaped
out of the woodwork to get him off to a
water glasses about half full of that
good start Papa Frank had set up a big
whiskey, hold it up and sing out, "Post
party in honor of the occasion in one of
dine!" Then he'd gulp it down and sing
the big ballrooms after the show
a couple more songs.
I was one of several hundred rub++44
+14-1-444-1-•41-4+++
berneckers in the lobby when Papa
Frank,surrounded by as motley a crew
of weirdos as you'll ever seine up into
one pile, swept across the lobby from
the cocoanut Grove to the ballroom and
the partY
+++
A few years later, I was back in Los
---Angereiririt
I on,
—
'Tiad
y Dorothy nil tifilJenliair's
gone with a group of fellow workers to
' CePfried.
on the Democratic side — and for the
see the Red Skelton Show at the CBS
4.4.•-•-•-•4444444444.44444444-44-444444-44-** 4+44-444444444+
first time it will be possible to score
studios.Some of our St. Louis friends at
. • Another war casualty was reported the same week as that of
ficially the competition among
Pet Milk, which sponsored the Skelton
Pres
- ident Carter, Sen. Edward M.
show had arranged for our ackett— ----F2C-Annstrung-in--the-sepert-received-ty-Ms.--and__Mrs. __Chorles
Kennedy and Brown.
After the show, someone suggested
Rowland of the Pine Bluff community, stating that Pvt. Charles T.
that we go to the Moulin Rouge and
The Republican caucuses, which will
Rowland had been killed in action in the Southwest Pacific Theatre
test Ronald Reagan and the half-dozen
hear Sammy Davis, Jr. By then it was
of Operation on Jan. 18, 1943. C. T., as he was generally known
candidates trying to catch him in the
late as far as getting in the place was
to his friends, was the eldest of 10 children, a member of the regular
"ice for the GOP nomination, are not
concerned, but they squeezed in a big,
binding. The results will be only a straw
round table way back in one corner and
army serving under. Gen. McAitlur's forces in New Guinea. He
boll of Republican sentiment.
seated us — six in all.
enlisted in the army in 1939. A week prior to the' War Department's
We then had dinner thrown at us in
Were they held in March, after the
communication, the family had received a postcard mailed from
primary election season has begun, the
typical big city fashion by a crew of
Australia on Christmas Eve.
Iowa caucuses would be no more than a
dour, surly waiters and had settled
ddeshow.
back to see Davis come out and perDuring the week of Feb: 11, announcement-was made by the
Iowa had plenty of dout in 1976,as the
form.
government
the rationing of canned goods as well as shoes being
state where Jimmy Carter's campaign
Suddenly,our group and those nearby
,.00k off and came to national notice.
were bathed in the blinding glare of a
limited to three pairs a year.
Carter didn't really win in Iowa in 1976;
spotlight, and the Nelson Riddle orWith the announcement that U. S. forces were receiving sethe ran second to the uncommitted vote
chestra on the stage let out with a big
if Democrats who weren't ready to
fanfare. For some reason, everybody
backs in the North African campaign, the county draft board an'ledge themselves to any candidate.
had turned and were looking our way.
nounced the calling up of 71 draftees, most of whom were between
3ut he did beat all the other candidates
Knowing they weren't looking at us,
the
ages of 18 and 21 years, however only 43 were accepted out of
.n what was then a crowded
we turned too, and there about five feet
group,
the
for active duty: In addition, tlis ,county agents urged all
)emocratic field.
away in the glare of the light stood old
available land lying in the TVA reservoir to be placed in cultivation
Republican candidates paid little
inertia) to the Iowa contest last time,
for the approaching season.
out they are paying plenty now. Indeed,
Fire broke out in the boiler room of Murray High School,
-wither party ever has seen the kind off
campaigning, advertising and cancausing an estimated damage of $7,500. Cause 'of the fire was
vassing the candidates are staging in
unknown, however it was rumored the source was an alien arsonist's
By Ken Wolf
the race for 1980 caucus votes.
related to the previous devastating blaze wrecking the Peoples
effort
Economic problems can leave strong
"It is important and indeed it is vital
Building.
impressions
Bank
on
people,
impressions
that the outpouring of participants in
that last years after the specific
the Iowa caucuses on Jan. 21 be so large
•
Eighty-eight draftees, most of whom were teen-agers, were
problems are resolved.
that it becomes the functional
being called up for the March quota of men for the armed service
One man, recalling his childhood
equivalent of a primary," said Sen.
during the Great Depression, was cited
Howard H. Baker Jr., one of the
mitt examinations being held at Evansville.
in Studs Terkel, Hard Times: An Oral
Republican contestants.
Cpl. J. E. Bruce, 'tank gunner in North Africa, was officially
History of the Great Depression (1970):
No one thinks that will happen, but
And then there was always the bad
officials of both parties believe the
reported missing in action in North Africa on Feb. 15, 1943. The
part. That's when you'd see your
intense campaigning will lead to turmessage was received by Cpl. Bruce's sister, Mrs. Eva. Cole, of
hither corning home with the
nouts substantially larger than last
Rt. 1, while she was enroute to the funeral of their mother,
Hazel,
toolbox on his shoulder... That
time.
Mrs. Gemina Bruce, who had died at Mrs. Gole's home the previous
meant the Job wag over. The tools
were- home now,and we were lock
Friday in Story's Chapel neighborlaxxl.i Cpl. Bruce was officially
on the treadmill again.
declared a prisoner of war in May.
Another person interviewed by
Terkel understood clearly the inAnother missing in action report stated that Pfc. Paul D. Jones,
Wherefore, as by one man sin enseaway that remained, years after the
serving in North Africa, the son of Mr. 'and Mrs. Harmon Jones of
tered into the or....".% and death by
vissis&inj had revived:
sin, and so death passed upon all
Kirksey,. was unaccounted for by the War DepaitmCirt in ail action
The Depression left a legacy of
men, for that all have sinned: Ro-

SARNWIrri"

The Story Of

reiRitrAFICL-The-_

Callo
wat
County
1822-1976-

1984ElertionBy WALTER R. MEARS
AP
ial Correspoadeat
DES M
, Iowa (AP) — A
lepublican presidential candidate is
urging Iowa voters to turn out in such
massive numbers that they will convert
their neighborhood political meetings
Jan. 21 into the equivalent of a primary
election.
They won't.
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. of
California has asked Democrats who
don't support him for president to
declare themselves uncommitted at
those precinct caucuses.
The record indicates that a good
many Democrats might choose that
course, although not necessarily
'iecatzse Brown wants them to.
Those are two of the quirks in a
'residential contest that is not quite an
election.
Iowa's competition will, by the most
vtimistic estimates, involve no more
'ban one out of 15 registered -voters.
But it is first.
A week from Monday, come blizzard
s- January thaw, Iowans will stage the
pening contest of the 1980 presidential
campaign at Democratic and
Republican meetings in 2,531 precincts.
Some of those caucuses will draw
scores of people; some will draw only a
handful.
But all of them will count — at least
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Thoughts
In Season

Bible Trioug"ht

mans 5:12
The Bible is clear time after t me
that there is not one person in the
world today who has not sinned
There is not one person who does
not ri‘ed a Saviour

fe.ar, but also a desire for
acquinItion — property, security. I
now have twenty times more shirts
than I need, berause all daring that
time, shirts were something I
never had.

of Feb. 17, 1943. Paul,D. was a member of the Murray High School
football team where he also was graduated. After graduation he
engaged in the restaurant business. Later Paul D. was reported
a German prisoner of war where he remained until liberation.
To Be Continued

71"

The dark fired tobacco market will
open in Murray on Jan. 11 with an
estimated 101
/
2 or 11 million pounds of
tobacco to be sold, according to Holmes
Ellis, general manager of the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association.
•
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lillian
C. Sayles.
Dr. Castle E. Parker announces the
relocation of his office for the practice
of general dentistry to 201 North Fifth
Street, Murray.
Lois Gray, music consultant with
Ginn and Company, will present the
program at the meeting of the Calloway
County Association of Childhood
Education to be held Jan. 11 at Carter
School.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn McGill.
Showing at the Varsay Theatre is
"This Barth Is Mine" starring Rock
Hudson, Jean —SVirnmoils:—Doi-otir
McGuire, and Claude Rains. Ftxotball
Highlights of 1459 will also be featured.

30 Years Ago
An average of 2.06 inches of rain fell
here last night, according to the
Murray Water System. This heavy rain
added to the swollen streams of the
area. The Clarks River is reported to be
overflowing in many sections.
The sale of dark fire cured tobacco
opened here yesterday on the Doran's,
Farris, Growers, Outland's, and
Planters Loose Leaf Floors with an
average of $2726 per hundred weight
being recorded for a total of 206,735'
pounds being sold, according to Cecil
Thurmond of the kcal market.
Tech Sgt. Roy B. Lee is serving with
the Air Force at a base near Tokyo,
Japan.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. LW. Hill on Jan 6, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs._ Hobert Underwood on_
Jan. 7.
Miss_A/ulef_tens of Lexington and
Mandl J. -Mnsora"Isrurray wet*"
married Dec. n at Lexington.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Best Years Of Our Lives"
starring Myrna Loy, Fredric March,
Dana Andrews, Teresa Wright,
Virginia Mayo, and Hoagy Carmichael.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, January 10, the
tenth day of 1960. There are 356 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in ,history:
On January 10, 1946, the first General
Assembly of the United Nations convened in London.
On this date:
In 1776, "Common Sense," Thomas
Paine's pro-revolution pamphlet, was
published in the American colonies.
In 1920, the League of Nations came
Into being as the World War I Treaty of
Versailles went into effect.
In 1926, Leon Trotsky was exiled from
the Soviet Union, He had been one of the
chief architects of the new national
government.
In 1969, Sweden became the first
western European country to announce
It would establish full diplomatic
relations with North Vietnam.
In 1974, Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger called on all oil-producing
and consuming nations to work for a
long-term, multi-national agreement to
solve the energy shortage.
Ten years ago, Biafra, trying to gain
its independence, was nearing
surrender in Its 30-month battle with
Nigeria.
Five years ago, gold markets were
adjusting to France's decision to
quadruple the value of her gold
reserves.
One year ago, the Surgeon General of
the United States said there is "overwhelming evidence" that smoking
causes even more death and disease
than originally thought.
Today's btrOwlays. n,,orr Ray Bolger
is 76. Fashion Designer Donald Brooks
Is 52.
Thought for today: Our civilization is
still in a middle stage ... no longer
wholly guided by instinct ... not yet
wholly guided by reason - Theodore
Dresidner (1871-1945

'-
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Paducah's Youngest Financial
Institution Yet...One Of The Largest!
NOW OVER
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901,000,00O.00

ce

Truly A Milestone In The
Financial Growth of Home Federal
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Statement- of-Condition --

_
Chairman of the Board

BOB G.SHERMAN

ASSETS

C WINSTON GkiOLSON
Treasurer

First Mortgake Loans

'

MARSHALL NEMER
Secretary
Executive Vice President

Assistant Vice President

4,100,000.00

era •orne Loan Bank Stock

MICHAEL L. STARKS

ce

ings an

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

637,567.97

Investments and Securities

AINNATITIGALL

LARRY KNOTT

763,0M1.00

e

—2,396,163:34-

(Less Depreciation,

WANDA L. ATKINSON
Assistant Secretory

.ht,
eL

None

Cash on Hand and th Banks

Assistant Vice President

Assistant Vice President
es"

134,949.89

Real Estate Owned(Foreclosed Properties)

--PHOEBE A. DOWNEY
SUED.SILVER

and
Irt "

1,248,746.42

Other Loans

.

—Alice President

boy
on_

S 96,626,011.44

Savings Account Loans

JOHN P. BRANDT
WILLIAM J. HITE

ith
yo,

^

December 31,1979

OFFICERS
J. B. CONN

President & Monatling Officer
'S.
nd
an
ght
733

(-K r

Prepaid FSLICPremium

BRAntiv_ -

Assistant Vice President

97,186.48

Accrued Interest Receivable

855,405.68

Other Assets

167,364.65

Total Assets

S107,027,195.87

E. LEE BEARDEN

Assistant Vice President

the
Ys
rat

HOME FEDERAL

as

L

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION,PADUCAH,KY.

of

the
,nal

LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH
Savings Accounts
OtherBorrow
ed Money-.
.
Escrow Funds

1,303,171.44

'

--"

113,213.38
176,962.53

Other Liabilities
General Reserves

-• • • • •

.

Surplus
,7.7„
.
.1$411p4‘.
4
7

-- •

DIRECTORS
J.POLK BROOKS
Brooks Bus Lines,Inc.

W.F.CHUMLEY,M.D.
Western Baptist Hospital

Deferred Credits

Id
ertrig
ase

•

500,000.00

Loans in Process

ere
to
• old

Ore

8,000,000.00 •

,

amn
ng
-ith

n is
• Cr
yet

$ 91,203,164.93

Advances From Federal Home Loan Bank

ing
a
t to

•er _
ks

•

• Home Federal has grown over $64,000,000.00 in 5 years!

•r

ell
the
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be

STRONG

1,071,729.81

$3,478,800.00
1,180,093.78

J. B. CONN
Calvert City Lumber Co.

C. WINSTON GHOISON

Sellers 61 GhoLson Masonry Contractors

MARSHALL NEMER
Finlcel's, Inc.

4.658,893.78

BOB G.SHERMAN

President and Managing Officer
Horne Federal Savings Loan Association

.
A

Total Liabilities and Net Worth...

NOBLE CLARK

Banker, Retired

S107,027.195.87

WARD THOMAS.
Ecooprny Ap

ceplian &Fur11VCa.

••12.7.7!

--""'
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Couple May Try For Hostage Release
Hy CHARLES WOLFE '
Associated Press Writer
John and Louise Smiley., a
couple
Sterling
Mount

seemingly impervious -19
criticism, may return to Iran
in a second attempt to win the
release of American hostages
in Tehran.

•

LS:alt.ltia •
"We don't have as deticax
• Were in good standing
time when we may go. Not
with the students at the
anyways soon," Mrs. Smiley
said Wednesday in a telephone embassy) because they feel
we can be trusted," Mrs.
interview. if we thought we
could help, we'd be glad to Smiley said,"so they confided
in us they don't want to
go."
t
The Smileys used $5,000 of - release ( the hostages) to
President) Carter.
their retirement income for a
"They think he's using this
10-day visit to Tehran last.
month. They were allowed as a political stepping block,"
inside the American embassy she said. "They literally hate
him. They don't hate the
there because they befriended
eight Iranian students who American people, but they
were jailed on misdemeanor hate Carter for letting the
year in shah come into the United
charges last
States.
Lexington.
"By taking the hostages,
Some considered their
mission quixotic, but Mrs. they thought that was some -Smiley said _the militants Aay of getting the news media
"liked the idea of releasing to tekriat had happened the
them (the hostages) to us and last 26 years iunder the shah's
letting us release them to the rule)," she said.
Mrs. Smiley said she and
proper authorities. They said
her husband did not feel they
they liked that idea."
were propaganda tools for the
A second trip_depends on the
results of a telephone call this militants.
"I know we were very
weekend to a friend in Tehran,
sincere in doing it," she said.
she said.
If a second visit is made,she
"We'll know something
Saturday as to whether it said, the couple wants to meet
would be fruitful for us to go," with Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini. She added she did
she said.
The Smileys made headlines not believe a State Departby posting $124,000 in bail for ment report this week that
the eight University of Ken- Khomeini-apparently has lost
tucky students and one .control of those holding the
American instructor. The nine embassy.
"I think he has a good
were jailed on charges of
disrupting a speech on the relationship with them," she
university campus by CIA said. "I think the students
would do what he says. They
Director Stansfield Turner.
Bail was $5,000 for the have great respect for him
American, George A. Potratz, and they don't want to hurt the
but $15,000 apiece for the hostages."

This8x10color portrait

Architect Testifies Fire
Couldn't Start In Alcove

only
EPL
BABIES, CHILDREN, ADULTS
„plus fe.inijy gr,o4p.e, .

_

Duo-1mage"or regular 8x 10 portrait.
Yourchoice: '
• Limit: One per subject, two per family.
• Additional portraits available in all sizes and backgrounds at
our reasonable prices.
• Persons under 18 must be accompanied by parent or guardian.
• Completely finished portraits delivered at store.
• Croups: •1 25 each additional Abject.
• Always friendly, professional germs.

LAST 3 DAYS
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Jan. 10-11-12
Daily 10-1, 2-5,6-8
Sat. 10-1, 2-4:30

Photo
Hours

COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Architect Thomas McClorey
testified that he believed the
Beverly Hills Supper Club fire
could not have started in the
osctli
Zebra Room.
McClorey theorized if it had
started there, it could not have
burned undetected for 90
minutes.
McClorey's testimony came
Wednesday in a U.S. District
Court trial to determine
whether alleged deficiencies
in old technology aluminum
wiring caused the May 1977
fire which killed 165 persons at
the Southgate club.
Attorneys for some of the
defendants — aluminum wire
and device companies —
claimed during opening

statements that they believed
the fire started in the alcove
area where they said only
copper wiring was present.
McClorey, however.
became the third expert
iss iinctrThe trrai
to trace the origin of the fire to
the cubbyhole area.
McClorey also refuted
claims about a lack of
aluminum wiring in parts of
the Zebra Room. He testified
that aluminum wiring was
connected to a sconce in that
area.
McClorey said he examined
and traced .the electrical
system in the supper club and
determinedthat some sconces
had originally been used in the
Sheraton Gibson Hotel, before
• it had been torn down in
nearby Cincinnati.

VII NITER

4.

GET THE BEST
Of WINTER

VI Jeep
WE WROTE THE BOOK
ON 4 WHEEL DRIVE

ONE MORE REASON
TO GET MORE OF A TRUCK:JEEP TRUCK
MORE traction through snow
and ice from Jeep's unbeatable
four-wheel drive traction. Plus,
MORE ground clearance than
Chevy!
MORE (longer)
bed than Dodge!
.141gRE head and _.
leg room than
Ford!

MORE payload capacity than the Big 3!
MORE reasons: Jeep Trucks are
very competitively priced.
You can select from a wide range of
exciting models.
And they're
avkilable
immediately.
Test drive one
today!

From the Truck Division of Jeep Corporation.
_

Gains AMC,Jeep,Inc.
753-6448

641 North

Murray Lawn & Garden's

Chain Saw-Chain Sale

I

Oregon Chain — All 1st Quality
•

--

Save 25%
Used Chain Saws
27 to Select From

All priced to sell now —come in and look them over - we want to deal

79c
$109

(chain saw)

Mighty-Mite and Yard Master
Models

25%
McCulloch
Model
no. 140 with carrying case

25*/0 Of

Savings Up To 60% Off

OFF

In Stock

Recliners 35%

on

Reg

Salo Price

15995

Sale Ends Jan. 31,1980

Murray Lawn
& Garden_ Center

Large Selection of
Ift Stock

Large Selection of

Mirrors
30/0..0ff

A

Sofa Beds
All

30/.

Off

Murray, Ky.

200 East Main
'ree Parking.

January Clearance Sale
Storewide
Drexel
Sale
Save On
e
Heritag
Entire
Stock
n
Hanredo
of
Merchandise Thomasville

All In Stock
Merchandise

Special On

Remington
Saws

YearSale

Mon.-Sat. 100-500

If you have been paying $18.00 for a chain, we can save you 64.50 on
this top quality Oregon chain — and, we will sharpen your old chain
FREE.
Special On All

Chain Saw Files
Spark Plugs

Once

Open
Fri. Nights
Till
• 800- —

"Service & Parts After The Sale"
76313361

451 South Sixteenth Street, Paducah, Ky. 443-6432
Free Parking
4
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Spokesman Says About Coal Severance

Evansville Shoe Store Finds Bad
Part Of Keeping Caged Monkeys

Brown Has Open Mind On Tax

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. IAP) —
A spokesman for Gov. Jobn Y.
Brown Jr. says he has an open
mind about the coal severance
tax. s
State Finance Secretary
George Atkins told a meeting
of the Coal Counties Qoalition
Monday in Lexington that
Brown would meet with them
during the current session of
the Legislature.
Atkins said Brown has
looked at the severance tax

programs, but doesn't have
any proposals for change at
this time. However, he said
Brown has an open mind on
the issue and wants to listen to
the coalition's proposals.
No time has been set for the
meeting, although the coal
county legislators said they
hope it will come within the
next two weeks.
The Coal Counties Coalition,
composed of state legislators
and county officials from coal
producing counties, has a
proposal to change the method

of distrituting part of the inequitable system and wo
severance tax to their coun- have to do something.
ties.
"Eastern KentUcky wants to,
However, members of the contribute its fair share t,
EVANSVILLE, Ind. I Al)
coalition were reluctant to state government, but it also, I nu good part of keeping
discuss specifics of their wants its fair share back. It 4 d,.;e1,1 inonkeys in shoe stores
proposal until the meeting our only industry," Bailey is that they tend to keep
with Brown. They agreed at said.
children occupied while they
Monday's meeting not to inor their parents -1- are being
Atkins said
he als,,
troduce any bills until they discussed specifics of thc fitted.
meet with the governor.
The had part is the monkeys
severance tax program with
A portion of the severance the Coat County Coalition. occasionally decide to do a
tax, levied on each ton of coal "what could and couldn't be little shopping themselves.
mined • in Kentucky, is changed."
That's what happened
returned to coal producing
Atkins said the coal Saturday at Washington
counties. However, its uses severance tax is estimated to Square Mall, one of Evanare restricted and all ex- bring in $177 million this fiscal sville's busiest shopping
peditures must be approved year and $222 million in fiscal centers. And for the next three
.by the-state. ,days_j_ Sherman Hinkebein's
198.1. He .sai4.$92.7..suilluut
• This has long been a sore
committed
various shoe business tailed into
to
point with the local officials programs for the second year* monkey business. '
and legislators and members of the biennium, but only $43.7
As long as there have been
on this very grave in- of the coalition indicated part million of that is legally tied to Baynham's shore stores, there
of their proposal would give retiring revenue bonds.
have been monkeys in cages
ternational problem."
Weinberg said he has and children to watch them,
Both Egypt and Israel have more local control over the
offered the use of their bases spending of severance tax another bill that would allow said Hinkebein, the comlocal counties to impose a tax pany's president.
to the United States should revenues.
"We want to cut the on any mineral extracted'in
-They like to get out when
they be needed. The Carter
they can and take little trips
administration turned down bureauracy and get'the money that county.
He said the tax would be 3 "through the, mall," he said.
the 6ffers but said the United back to where it will benefit
In fact, about a year ago we
States might occasionally use the people it is suppose to," percent of the sales price by
Egyptian facilities in the said Rep. Bill Weinberg, D- the producer. He said it was had one of them out over the
Hindman. "We want the local estimated two years ago that
future.
•
Begiu.said he and Sadat had officials who were elected to such a tax would bring in $45
disagreed in discussing do a job to get money so they million a year.
Weinberg said that would be
Jerusalem, whose arab sector can do the job."
"We need to trust county local money that could be used
was annexed by Israel in 1967.
The Palestinian autonomy government," said Sen. Benny to attract additional federal
plan, laid out in the Camp Ray Bailey, D-Hindman. "We funds.
David accords of 1978 and can't tell someone that on one
Rep. William Brinkley, Dloosely linked to the peace hand you made a good choice Madisonville, co-chairman of
treaty,
foresees
'an in voting for me and on the the Coalition withiike County
autonomous
council of other made a bad choice in' Judge-Executive Wayne
Palestinians ruling them- voting for your county judge- Rutherford, said the group
selves; Israel says autonomy executive."
will also push for a definite
Bailey said mountainous state policy relating to the
applies only to people but
Egypt says it should lead to an eastern Kentucky cannot production and use of coal.
provide many vital services,
independent state.
Sadat said that after these such as ambulance service, _
LIBERTY BELL
disagreements are ironed out, that could be funded through a
Recycling
of variOus
more
autonomy should be imliberal use of the coal product
s is usually regarded
plemented in Gaza first. severance tax.
as a modern idea, but the
Egypt administered the Gaza
"The severance tax has to
Liberty Bell was cast in
strip until it was,captured by be our top priority," Bailey
bronze that was Melted down
Israel.
said. "That is our life. It is an.
twice from earlier models_

Egypt, Israel Leaders Agree On Soviet Threat
ASWAN, Egypt API - The
leaders of Egypt and Israel
agreed today that the Soviet
intervention in Afghanistan
was a threat to world peace,
but failed to reach accord on
Palestinian autonomy and
Jerusalem.
President Anwar Sadat and
Israeli .Prime
Minister
Menachem Begin said at a
news conference they concurred in the belief that the
Soviet action was "a very
grave international problem"
with repercussions for other
countries in the area.
Sadat said "our views on
what has taken place there in
- Afghanistan and what we see
in the area are identical."
Begin said the Soviet move
was one of the most brutal
acts carried out in our time."
The Soviet Union, he said,
had intervened in "an ancient,
independent country, a free
• people. ... Then here is the
question of course,:logically,
what country comes next?"
He said he and Sadat "found
that we have the same opinion

weekend and he got up into the
ceiling."
This time, nobody is quite
surir how the monkeys pulled
off their great escape. But the
events that followed have been
well documented.
One of the escapees was
quickly apprehended and
placed back in his cage. The
other fled the premises and
hotfooted it to a department
store before returning to the
shoe store and holing up in its
bathroom.
About that time, someone
gtieuld he'
informed of the situation, and
the company president was
called.
"You really feel kind of
stupid and helpless. Like,
what am I supposed to do?"
Hinkebein said. "I told them
that if they couldn't get him
out that night to leave him
locked in the bathroom."
The following day, store
employees dismissed the idea

of a day tune capture, for fear nionke ‘kerc cludet1.4a, Naia
of terrorizing the customers.
volley ball net.
But attempts at recapture
"After he chewed up the net,
that evening proved un- we couldn't get anybody to go
successful, as did similar back in there...even IA ith
attempts the following night gloves," Hinkebein said.
and the night after that.
By Tuesday, Hinkehein
Blankets thrown at the decided enough was enough
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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WIDNESCSAY-THURSDAY SPECIAL
•
•

•
•
CKEN FRIED STEAK •
• CHI
•
PLATTER
•
•
•

•
•
$2.49 •

You Can Eat SOUP'n SALAD BAR
. Chicken Fried Steal with Country Gravy

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Baked Potato or French Fries
• A thick slab of Siockatie Toast
SIRLOIN STOCKADA,

•
•

Our quality will lump you cattle back.

Continues Alt Month
with Hundreds of
Unadvertised Specials
In Every Radio Shack
Store and Participating
Dealers Coast to Coast!

IRS-80 Microcomputer
Printers at Big Savings!
Full-Feature TRS-80
Quick Printer

Save 989

NEW FOR THE 80'S

$349

•

Reg. $538(With CableY
Upper and Lower Case Letters
Delivers 150 lines per minute on 4.75"-wide aluminum
finish paper that's not affected by heat, light or
humidity. 20, 40 or 80 cheacters per line. Use with
Level II TRS-80 and Expansion Interface. Includes
cable for Expansion Interface. 26-1153-1401

Shorter term certificates but with a higher rote of return.

Includes Printer Cable!
A $39 Value! 26-1401

10.40

kriti only $.500 minknum

January Rate
Effective annual yield
based on interest left to
compound doily.

lit_

I.

A

Friction Feed Line Printer—Hard Copy
for TRS-80 Model I & II Systems

$999

10.958%

deposit,-required.

Optional Interface Cable. Connect
printer to Model 1 Level II without Expansion Interface 26-1411
$59

4K Level I System
As Shown'
Was $599 in 1979 Catalog
ergs On,113

16K Level II System'
Was $988 in 1979 Catalog

$499 849

MA
POW WO In%
IIIL

11.858(1/0

26 1051

Cassette
Oeta

Big 12"
Video
Monitor

$10,000 Minima:Deposit
Rate effective Thurs., Jan. 10th thru Wed., Jan. 16th

‘-‘
to Fp IL

P
P
Fa 11D "Pfi
ciPPPPP
' p irD

'F=2,51 ,PaPPV0 Via ` CPPS--

federal reishrtiens preblok fbe ceopeuesing if brterest se this.ecceept.

Pak

53-Key
Professional
Keyboard

.

'Federal requlanons require a st.•bstontial intefest penalty far
early withdrowols from Germ'cote occounts

ga

EON KM

LENDER

Where Rainbows Begin"

HOME FEDERAL
759-1630

VISA

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES,

r

"AT HOME

Main Branch 1601 Broadway Paducah

339

ters per tine. Includes cable fo-r Model II or
Model I (Expansion Interface Level II required). 26-1150 1401

Six-month, 26-week 'certificates

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
. 1201 Main
- - Murray,Ky.

"aye

TRS-80 Nidifel I . More Affordable Than Ever!

MONEY MARKET CERTIFICATES

1

R
vvei?t)
.$
C1a3b3l8
e

Ideal for many applications uses tanfoid

Plus the HIGHEST RATE ALLOWABLE on

'Levet refers to version of BASIC language Level Is a beginners language
while Level II is very advanced Level and
memory can be expanded Manual and

TRS-80 has taken over 100.000
buyers into the world of tomorrow
for less than the cost of a fine
35mm camera, so why not you?
For the computer beginner. it can
help with your budget teach your
children math, even provide
hours of entertainment with preprogrammed games (2 are in eluded)'And it is easily anti affordably expanded to greater storage
capabilities for engineers. businessmen. educators and others
who have more demanding tasks
to perform

Let Your TRS-80 Teach You BASIC Programming

95

A self-paced course
desi9ned to teach you
how to use your
TRS-80 to its fullest potential Includes 4 cassette tapes (4K Level
26-2003

C.

26-1056

dame cassette included

An Introduction to Programming!
The TRS-80 Level I BASIC Course

1495

Level II BASIC Course Part 1

4 cassettes introducing
TRS-80 Level II BASIC
(4K tevel II ) 26-2005

Level U BASIC Course Part 2-

Self-paced course on
advanced Level II BASIC (16K
)
26-2006

The Biggest name in little computqrc

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

•

•
•IL
BEL AIR CENTER
•%
I:
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

DED TAG

2/
1
2 YEAR VARIABLE CEILING CERTIFICATES

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9:30-8:00 Mon.-Fri.
9:30-6:00 Sat.
1:00-5:00 Sun.

Most items
_,-aiso..e4ar
.TB15*W7if
Racho Shack
Deaiers
Look for
you,

neighborhood

19'
Radio
Ihaek
FA

It
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Morehead Brings Balanced
Scoring Attack To Murray

CIA
ui
Da

By DAVID HIBBITTS
.Sports Edijor.
Murray State bring's its tang
travels through the Ohio
Valley Conference schedule to
Racer Arena for the first time
this season when it faces
-.Morehead State at 7:30
tInight.
Morehead comes to town
ith a balanced scoring attack
and a 6-1 record for its first
conference clash of the
season. The Eagles are also
fresh in confidence from what
- was probably- their best outing

Fa.
k•Ji

knee by Michael Bates during
of the season, a 99-84 victory ail-around threat is 6-7 senior theigshooting."
scoring at a 14.4 clip, hitting
over Xavier in Morehead.
Morehead, however.,inuat_ the warMup at Tech, a hip
While ineinVrg- of'the 49.2'from- the' tied and -704- face a team also playing after. pointer for Glen Green and a
Murray lineup are still nur- from the free throw line, and an important win as Murray sprained ankle for Walter
injuries. is averaging 7.3 rebounds.
recent
sing
won a cliffhanger at Ten- Davis.
Murray coach Ron Greene _ nessee Tech
Morehead has received 'a
Monday oight.
The jury it still out on him
obstacle
of
the
boost with the reture.of 6-foot- is well aware
coach Greene said.
i
Bates),"
"In
the
last
half
at
Tech,
we
6 sophomore Greg Coldiron. his team must hurdle to stay
••He was just beginning to play
played
pretty
good
team
tonight.
track
winning
Against Xavier. in only his on a
better..
"Morehead has a balanced basketball and gutty, being—
second game this year,
-Green had been playing
Greene
down,"
said.
"We
said.
he
attack,"
Coldiron scored 18 points, the searing
well on one leg in the
pretty
were
glad
to
get
one.
There
is'
highest production of his "They gave a brilliant
last game."
a
big
difference
between
inagainst
display
shooting
college career.
Murray is also seeking to
dependent and conference
Coldiron is hitting an in- Xavier. They ran them back to
opponents."
a two-game losing
break
Cincinnati.
the
credible 83.3 percent from
Morehead, having
to
streak
for
casebook
The injury
"It's important for us to
field, while Morehead's best
meeting
- forward Charlie Clay Clay is play good defense against Murray consists of a twisted lost the most recent

'sr
Nu
Pit
Koi
St.
St.
Set

Syr
TIM
VIn

Cie

are hampered
Michael Bates centr)(
by injuries for tonight's OVC contest against Morehead. Allen Mann
t right)could be called on to start if Green is not ready.
Murray's Glen Green (left) and

• -...disea-tr_
at home last year, 78-77, after
holding a 64-49 lead with less
than 10 minutes left in the
game.
However, they will be *without
Senior forward Gary Hooker
In a game prior to the
6-1 sophomore center Donna
men's
the
Racers
Murray-Morehead
continues to pace
Stephens, who has transferred
with an 18.6 scoring average,
game. Vie women's teams will
to another school.
p.m.
5:15
game
and
a
at
13.5 rebounds a
meet
Murray has had balanced
Morehead, led by 5-11 senior
56.7 shooting percentage.
scoring from 5-6 junior guard
forward Donna Murphy and
Allen Mann, who could start
Laura Lynn, who has
in place of Green tonight, is
her 16.7 scoring average, was
averaged 14.2 points a game.
hitting 63:2 from the field. •
the preseason favorite to win
and from 5-9 sophomore
Although Morehead is
the. Kentucky Women's
Bridgette
Conference center-forward
Intercollegiate
hitting 48.3 percent' for the
Wyche at 14.0. ,
season, its opponents have hit
thts year._ _
The lady Racers also lead
The „Lady Eagles defeated
it away with foul shots in the until the end through an points, cutting Kentucky's 48.9. Murray has lifted its
KWIC in' free throw
the
earlier
Murray 58-50. in an
closing minute. Reserve oversight by the official lead to 41-39 before Shidltr hit shooting to 46.9 in the last few
shooting
with a 73.9 permeeting and are coming into
a jumper with 16:40 left to games, while holding the
guard Jay Shidler, whose 10 scorer.
centage.
record.
opposition to 40.7.
this game with an 8-3
points may have signalled the
The victory gave Kentucky inake it 43-39.
Sam Bowie, a 7-foot-1 freshend to a recent slump, made it a'13-2 record 3-1 in the SEC)
75-71 with two free throws.
while Ole Miss fell to 6-7 man, converted a three-point
Then, after a Stroud basket overall and 0-5 in the Con- play later to give Kentucky a
46-41 lead.
gave Ole Miss its last points, ference.
Then Stroud, who struggled
Dirk Minniefield built the
Macy scored 15 points in the , in the first half with nine
margin to 77-73 with two free
throws. Macy closed out the first half as the Wildcats points, went to work, hitting
scoring with five seconds to opened a 38-24 lead with 2:54 two straight laAkets to cut the
go, hitting•two from the line left. But Chris Barrett had a Wildcats' margin to 46-45.
By The Associated Press
- County, No. 5 Lexington. week's poll The Rebels, 9-2,
after Stroud committed his three-point play just before Mississippi pulled within one
LEXINGTON,
Ky.
.AP)
—
Bryan Station and No. 13 ran past North Hopkins 74-59
cut
the first half ended -to
'point of the lead on four ocfifth foul.
Louisville
Ballard
squeaked
Louisville Atherton received and replaced Bremen in the
casions later in the half, but
was Kentucky's lead to eight.
Although
he
ratings'.
past Lexington Tates Creek one vote apiece.
Mississippi opened the each time was unable to take
disqualified, Stroud was
39-37, but received a vote of
Franklin County, 11-2,
•
allowed to remain in the game second half with six straight the lead.
confidence by retaining the ripped- Bourbon County 71-45
No. 1 ranking in this week's while Bryan Station,. 13-1,
Associated Press boys high avenged its only -loss by
school basketball poll.
routing Lexington Henry' Clay
The Bruins, 10-1. • received 74-55. The. Flyers and
'along — there are an awful lot were able to put the game
By The Associated Press
of good teams in the country." away with foul shots in the last eight first-place votes in Defenders retained the
Well, they can't denigrate
balloting by sportswriters_ and renkings they held last week.
lifttby Conrad made eight of minute.
-the- Clemson, Tigers for an
Frankfort, unbeaten in nine
shots
in
Clenton's
15
foul
action,
how.
league
schedule
other
In
-easy" home
...
• •'
orteiew
starts, breezed past Richmond
Criticized by some ob- overtime to lead the upset. Tennesssee remained unMadison 79-61 and moved
servers,for playing such soft- The Blue Devils held the ball beaten_ in the SEC with a 69-58
from seventh to sixthi while
Florida,
over
toach home games in •four minutes for one last shot triumph
Owefftboro; 8-1. fell one notch
December as Baptist (S.C.) in regulation play with the Mississippi State pounded
to seventh despite thrashing
But
Chip
College, Rider and Georgia score tied at 66.
Georgia 88-75 and Vanderbilt
County 85-49.
40-foot trimmed - Auburn 66-57.
Southern, the-Tigers certainly Engelland'a
LIMINGTON, Ky. tAP — lItre an the Ohio
County, 10-1, adOldham
top
15
teams
In
Kentucky
boys
,
high
bounced
off
Louisiana
desperation
shot
Wednesday
No.
6
went bigtime
Alabama and
school basketball with first-place votes In vanced one step to No. 8 with a
night in Littlejohn Coliseum the rim at the buzzer.
State were idle.
SHOCK
'parentheses, records and total points.
97-73 conquest of North Builitt.
1 Lou Ballard It 10-1 201
The loss was the first for
with a date against Duke.
Reggie
Tennessee's
2 Warren East 0 13-1 194
ABSORBERS
Colonels
replaced
The
And,furthermore, they beat Duke after 12 victories. Johnson, who along with
3. Lou Moore 1 01 110
Covington Holmes, 8-1, which
'4 Franklin Co 0 0.2 in
the nation's No.1-ranked Clemson, ranked No.18 in the teammate Chuck T reeths
5 Lex Bryan Staticri it 13-1 101
slipped to ninth despite an • Steady Rider Shocks
onpg.
tisrseason.
ty,.won
_c
thprin12
of
e un
su pn
n e-g
thew
6 Frankfort 94 121
easy 93-77 victory over Boone • Heavy-duty Plus
in overtime.
7 Ovienaboroll-1 119
marin
y
discvipol4
for Ite
last weelltd_ti
County.
0 Oldham Co 10-1 117
Missouri-,- the country's
"Just another -dull win,"
IhAn— 01
CL-iitl al held at • lien.
RIO---TãTh, a'
stii- double figures with 15 points.
—OTC-CMa
-TkerTIFfiis
10 Lou Central 10-2 71Jesse
Stuart
70-63 and ad11
Ashland
T-4
ST
Foster, taking _dead aim at fered an upset, losing _69-66 to Dale Ellis had 14, Kevin Nash,
Choose the one best
12. Lou Doss 9-2 SO
vanced twa positions to round for your kind of:driving
those who had questioned his Kansas in a Big Eight game.
11 and Howard Wood and Bert
13. Lou Atherton ft) 9-251
out the top 10 at 10-2.
Elsewhere, No.4 Kentucky
December home schedule.
14 Oben Apollo 9-2 31
added 10 points
INSTALLATION
15. Todd Co Cent 9-2 73
Ashland lost to Portsmouth:BertiekamP
"One of these days, we're tripped Mississippi 79-73.; No.'
the each.
Ohio, _68-65 and. fell from 10th
AVAILABLE
haveto get somebody in Syracuse - - whipped
gonna
•
The Vols are 5-0 in the SEC broadcasters to finish eight to 11th at 7-4.
here who can play this game." University of Baltimore 9444
Twelfth-ranked Louisville Fast, low-cost installation
More than 13,500 fans — an and No,15 North Carolina and 10-3 overall while Florida, points ahead of runner-up
for all Sears shocks
under
start
first
its
making
Doss,
9-2, also slipped one
Warren
East.
arena record — watched the defeated Wake Forest 72-68.
John
after
Visscher
Ed
Coach
mark
The Raiders; 12-1, landed
despite pounding
Satisfaction Guaranteed
important Atlantic Coast
Kyle Macy scored 29 points
fired Saturday, fell • three votes after a 65-59 vicLouisville Western 74-37.
or Your Money Back
Conference game.
to lead. Kentucky over Lotz was
4-8 tory over Allen CountyAtherton remained 13th at,9Duke's Bill Foster called it Mississippi in a Southeastern to 1-4 in .the league_a_.nd
2 with a 57-52 victory over
Scottsville and eased ahead of
-one heckuva
Conference game. Ole M
Miss overall.
Louisville Eastern.
Louisville
Moore;
9-1.
Added the Blue Devil coach: closed to within 73-71 behind
tried
"I thought the players
Owensboro Apollo, 9-2,
Moore,
idle
since
the
"Lthink it goes to show what the shooting of John Stroud their best under very difficult
AND(0
!WARY, ng,,)HI(
retained the No 14 ranking by
we all have been saying all with 2:32 left, but the Wildcats circumstances," said Fayette County Invitational
whipping Bowling Green 65-53.
oci Air Center
Visscher. "We have room for Tournament, dropped to third
Todd County Central was
9-:.30 Mon.-Sat.
imprpvement, but, under the with one vote.
the only -newcomer to this
Fourth-ranked Franklin
circumstances, we did well."

Women Play At 5:15

Kentucky Free Throws By Macy,Shidler
And Minniefield Halt Miss. Comeback
O(FORD, Miss. AP) —
Mississippi nipped at the heels
of Kentucky's fourth-ranked
Wildcats throughout the
second half of a Southeastern
Conference basketball game,
hut Kentucky used the scoring
of Kyle Macy to keep the
Rebels at bay.
Macy scored 29 points tcr
oace Kentucky's 79-73 victory,
which helped ease some of the
, hock experienced by a
,izeable Kentucky contingent
who watched in disbelief as
Macy missed a free throw. It
as only the second miss of
the season for Macy, who hit
!line of 10 from the charity

stripe in Wednesday's game.
The senior guard has now hit
40 of 42 free throws this year, a
95 percent success rate.
"We just played a little
More alertly, a little more
aggressively," Kentuck;'
Coach Joe Hall said. "I think
we were just up."
The Rebels trailed 41-33 at
halftime, but surged to within
one pojpt of the Wildcats
several times in the second
half behind the shooting of
John Stroud, who finished with
27 points:
Ole Miss closed to within 7371 with 2:32* left in the game,
but Kentucky was able to put
•

--77,1014
Q43%4

Ballard Retains Top Position,
Despite Two-Point Victory

Duke Knocked From Unbeaten Ranks

•'•

Sears

Snider's Induction Sentimental
"Jackie was getting all the
By WILL GRIMSLEY
became sentimental and gave
ink then," Snider said. "All
AP Special Correspondent
the impression that he hated
the other clubs were trying to
NEW YORK. AP — The to make this most important
break him. Everywhere we
odyssey of the old Brooklyn of all his baseball journeys
went, the crowds were on him.
TINxigers, around whom author without some of his Dodgers
Jackie was frustrated men:Roger Kahn spun a romantat buddies, principally shortstop
tally.
-,_. web in the "Boys Of Summer," Pee Wee Reese.
"So Pee Wee would take
look a poignant twist when
-Without Pee Wee, I
Robinson -out in the middle.of
•:another • of the • magical' clan, wouldn't be here," he said.
Duke Snider, strode that -When I came to the Dodgers,
the diamond, put his arm
- brit* road - into I was moody and temaround Jackie's shoulders and
talk to him intimately."
':.baseball's Hall of Fame.
peramental. He did a lot to
The "Duke," now a change me. I can't understand
Since Pee Wee was a native
distinguished- why Pee Wee and Phil Rizzuto
of Louisville, Ky., in tlw Jim
.•• snowhaired;
Crow South, this gesture took
looking figure of 53. was voted I of the Yankees), two great
.- the honor Wednesday along shortstops, have never made
away considerable heat.
with another hard-hitting the Hall of Fame."
Jackie frequently said,
outfielder, Al Kaline, 45, the
"Without Pee Wee, I couldn't
Some critics have said that
onetime .boy wonder of the the Hall of Fame, whose
have made it."
Detroit Tigers.
Robins, who was almost
members are chosen by a vote
For Kaline, a batting of baseball writers, is
blind when he died of a heart
:.marvel who collected more overladen with home run
disease in the fall of 1972, and
than 3,000 .hits and just one sluggers while "glove men"
catcher Roy Campanella, who
suffered a broken neck and
_ short_of 400 home runs, it was are repeatedly overlooked.
the rare privilege of gaining Ex-amples cited include.,
paralysis in 'an automobile
• entrance to the. museum in his besides Reese and Rizzuto,
accident in 1958, are the only
other "Boys of Summer" who
first year of' eligibility. For such standout fielders as
have been named to the Hall of
-'Snider, it was .the end of an Eddie Miller; Marty Marion
• Fame.
ajsonizing 11-year wait. •
and Luis Aparicio.
They were a swashbuckling,
"ft was reaching the leveling, ;Tee,Wee_ was the guts of
colorfel -band -- thine
,11 period," Snider said at the our ball chit),"Snider insisted..
denizens of old EhtSeerFfeld.
'.I:arinouncement ceremenie5:'•1
He cited, along withReese's
"I was actually born in Los
. was concerned that WI didn't fielding and leadership conAngeles but I always felt I was
- make it this year I might tributions, the team-captain's
born in Brooklyn," Snider
':never make it at all."
value in cooling the racial
related.
Then, in the course of his tensior after Branch Rickey
"I remember, when I
:7reminiscences of "those good brought up Jackie Robinson in
started, we got a dollar and a
,7old • days" in the .1940s and 1947 to break baseball's color
hag a day for meal gaonty.
:1950A,
the [Puke suddenly barrier.
•

Once when we had bus trouble
and worked only half a day
they gave us 75 cents."
Someone asked him what
was the highest salary he ever
made.
, "Forty-six thousand
dollars," the Duke replied.
"We didn't think much about
money then. Pee Wee didn't
care what Jackie made
Jackie didn't.care what Carl
Furillo made. Nobody cared.
"Man,if I made 81 million, I
would come in at 6 in 'the
morning, sweep the stands,
wash the uniforms, clean out
the offices, manage the team
and play the games."
Snider spoke of ancient
Ebbets Field with reverence.
"The closeness of it," he
said with a nostalgic sigh.
"The fans were sb close you
could hear them whisper.
When we moved to Los
Angeles, the Coliseum was so
big we grit lost."
The "Duke" said he would
never .forget' watching those
big black iron balls
":aoking-- like
baseballs" — knock down the '
right field wall at Ebbets 5726
Field.
"When' they tore dowp
Ebbets Field, they tore down
pert of us," he saki.-- "We
wept."

Firebird Excitement!
New 1980 Pontiac Firebird

Automatic transmission
Whiteside wall steel belted tires
Mr Conditioning
Belts Custom Colored Keyed
Soft Ray Glass
Power Steering
Power Disc Brakes
Deluxe Wheel Covers
E.P.A. Gas Milage
20 city 26 highway

V

PONTIAC

Ell

1

Boo
Phi
Na
Wa
No

ALL
Sir
Rol
Cle
Ind
Del

Ri
Mil
De
Chi

55

Phi
Sal
Pa
Gol

Sears

Kentucky High
School Poll

TURK'S AUTOGRAPH — Turk Schonert, Stanford
quarterback, pens his autograph for a Japanese
sports fan at a Tokyo practice field. Schonert and his
West Squad teammates take on the East Squad Jan. 13
at the Japan Bowl, which will be played at Yokohama,
Japan. Yokohama is a port city outside Tokyo.

Fat
Flo
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Ker
Lot
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Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac
Satisfied Customers Are Oar
Male Concern

1406 West Main-753-5315
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Coach Has Been Suspended

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
College Batketball Scores

es

By The Associated Press
EAST
Boston U 72 Colgate 63
Brown 63 Providence 64
Bucknell 64. Blum istaug 51.53
Car wegie-Mellon 75, John Canro&173
Catholic 72,St. Anselm's65
°art 12,Coast Quante.
Columbia 70, Layo/e,Baltimore 53
Dartmouth M., Amherst 41
Fairfield N.Mend tt
Falrlaigts Dicklaso•44, Magma St...
Fordhans811 Vermont113
Maine N.Biscayne 5.
New Hampshire Col 98 Bentley 90
NiagaraSS,Notstra 18
Pittsburgh $2,Geo Washington 61
Robert Moms94, Towson if
St. Bonaventure $9, Penn St 73
St. Peter's 60,St Francis, NV 41
Setae, Hall 76, Manhsttan 62
Siena 67, CCNY 57
Syracuse 94, Ilialtornore 64
1swa6esi6616
.
6latitees-Newlwir
Villanova 92, Massachusetts 541
SOUTH
,
Clemson 17, Duke 02,01
Columbus 73, Shorter 65
Fairmont St 92, Alderson-Broaddus 71
Florida So 63, Holy Cross 11
Georgia Tech 70. W Carolina 60
Kentucky. 79, Mississippi 73
l*Grange 611, Georgia SW 66

red
.nn

NBA Standings
Ithout
Donna
sferred
lanced
guard

()m(re
dgette
so lead
thrust
9 per

bels,
ins 74-5Q
in thf.

By The Associated Press
Fasters Caafereere
Attune Divides
W
L
Pet,
Boston
AIL 40
756
Philadelphia
30 II
773
New York
72 23
4110
Washington
19 20
417
New Jersey
II 22
419
Central Widen
Atlanta
X 17
MI
San Antonio
72 21
312
Houston
30 22
470
Cleveland
19 Z
437
Indians
18 25
419
Detroit
10 33
to
Waiters Cadereace
Midwest Division
Kansas City
76 19
371
Milwaukee
X 20
551
Denver
16 U
X4
Chicago
14 X
360
'Utah
13 30
302 •
Pacific Division
Seattle
30 13
1.11
Los Angeles
79 13
659
Phoenix
27 14
678
San Diego
24 13
511
Pretend
X 13
300
Goldisi State
13 X
.310
Wednesday's Games
Boston 112, New Yorii 96
Atlanta 111. Cleveland 107
Philadelphia led, New Jersey le
waablallun As Las Angeles 101
San Diego Ill. Milwaukee.407
Houston 114, Denver 112
Phoente 113, Golden State 100
Seattle IX, Indiana III
lifmrsdey's Game
Chicago at Kansa, City
Friday's Genies
Atlanta at Boston
Los Angeles at Detroit
Portland at New Jersey
Washington at Philadelphia
'Mime at Chicago
Cleveland at San Antonio
New York at Milwaukee
Denver vs: Kansas City at St.Louis
Golden State at San Diego
Utah at Seattle

GB

11
11
14

4
54t
70
1
16

1
10
Skt
12

10,
3

160,

thuusuma Tech 67,S. Mississippi $2
Mississippi St. 111, Georgia 75
Morehouse IS, Flak 7$
N . Carolina 72, Wake Forest 68
N.C.-Wilnungton 61. Appalachian st.
44.
N.Georgui 63,Georgia Col. 54
Radford 65, Virguua St 13
S-Alabarna 64,Jacksonville 113
&Carolina 74. William & Mary67
Tennessee 69. Florida 51
Ye. Cgcninanwtalth $7, Navy 17
Virginia Tech 73, West Wynn'71,OT
Virginia Union 71,St. Paul's 70
W.Maryland 95, Waahington Col 64
MIDWEST
Ball St. 73, E Rictus= 36
Evansville 18, Xavier,Ohio 75
Howard 53, Dayton 9,901
Indiana M.-Evansville 97, N.Kentocky
7$
KansasIS, Missouri Of
KansasSt.60,Oklahoma Si. 59
McNeese St 111,Irtic-Partside 51
Miami,Ohio ttktowling Green 61
Nebraska 51,Iowa St. 50
N
$7,Kent S.61
St. Joseph's, Ind. 90, Butler
Toledo 69, Ohio U.62SOUTHWEST
Denver 86, Ft. Rays St. 79
Lamar 91,S. Carolina St. 70
SW Texas St 104, Texas Lutheran 06
FAH wesr
N Arizona 69, U.S International 59
Puget Sound Ica. w. Washington 71
Redlands 97, Cal Tech 46
So.Colorado 99,Fort Lewis 74
Waslungton St.63, Idaho 57

Clippers Turn Back Bucks Without Shue

Sports
In Brief

By The Associated Press

A ednesday night.

Elsewhere, the

Kaline And Snider Bargains
Based On Today's Pay Scales

NHL Standings

and running.

•

Boston

It was a National Basketball
TEMP.lit
"We got off the plane (in Celtics trinuned the New York
NEW YORK 1AP - Tapley:led John
Association game but it Milwaukee)
about noon today Knicks 112-95, the Atlanta
McEnroe defeated eighth-seeded Harold
brought back memories of and when
Solomon 6-3, 74 in the opening round of
we came inside, a Hawks defeated the Cleveland
Knute Rociwie and George man from
the $4118,000 Grand Prix Masters Teems
the league office. Cavaliers
111-107,
the
tournament.
Gipp, Pat O'Brien and Ronald was
there to Fleet us. And Philadelphia 76ers nipped the
In other matches in the round-robin
Reagan.
event, second-seeded Bjorn Borg of
that's tow we found out."
New Jersey Nets 108-105, the
"I think they were up
Sweden outalugged No-6 Holm Tanner
What the Clippers learned Washington Bullets shaded
64)6-7) NO/ tawny cannon blasted
because of what happened and was that
No.7 Jose Higueras of Spain 6-3,64,and
Shue had been the Los Angeles Lakers 103they went out and won one for suspended
Guillermo Vdu of Argentina outlasted
for a week without 101, the Houston Rockets
No.5 Vitas Gerulaitis 6-4,6-7,6-3.
the Gipper," San Diego pay and fined
$3,500 by NBA edged the Denver Nuggets 114CINCINNATI AP) - Topseeded
assistant Coach Bob Weiss Commissioner
Chris Evert Lloyd crushed Bettina
Larry O'Brien 112, the Phoenix Suns whipped
flange 6-2, 6-1 and second-seeded Tracy
said after the Clippers, with for striking
referee Dick the Golden State Warriors 113Austin eluninated Sylvia Hiuuka 6-2.6-2
Head Coach Gene Shue Bavetta
in the opening roiusd of a $150,000
during a game in 100
and
the
Seattle
beginning
oneweek Chicago last Friday night
a
women's tennis tournament.
SuperSoni
cs
downed
and
the
In other action, Dianne Fromholtz
suspension, turned back the then failing to leave
the court Indiana Pacers 120-111.
defeated Bette UAL 54.-fe1. Quit=
Milwaukee Bucks 111-10; -after being elected.
Stoll whipped Laura DuPont 74, 7-67
-TheUippara, who Wailed by
BWIe7ean King downed Pam Shrive!' 75, 34, 6-4; Cathy Jordan ousted Minis
Jausovec 6-1, 6-4, and Wendy Turnbull
defeated Ann Kiyomura 6-4,6-3.
SKIING
STE. ANNE DE BEAUPRE, Quebec
AP - Daniel Sunoneau of LivelinOFe
Falls, Maine, grabbed first place for the
second day in a row in a men's crosscountry competition.
Simoneau covered the 12-kilometer
course in 40 minutes, 38 seconds to beat
Pierre 'Harvey at Canada, who
By HAL BOCK
they could give it to me."
If you take, you should give
registered a time of 40:46.
AP Sports Writer
There weren't many off something back,too."
In the women's category, Lynn
Spencer of Anchorage, Alaska,
NEW YORK (AP)- Based yearg for either Snider or:Snider said if he made $1
duplicated her firstplace performance of
on today's baseball economy, Kaline, who won decisive million a year, he'd sweep
the previous day.
the
Duke Snider and Al Kaline,. election to the Hall of Fame in stands, wash the uniforms,
'BERCHTESGADEN., West Germany
I API - French skier iPerrine Pelen
the newest members of the
By The Aseseisted Press
the Baseball Writers manage the team and play,
scored a total time of 1:36151 to mn the
Campbell Ceaterenee
Hall of Fame, were bargain Association of America. too. "If the owners
season's second World Cup special ski
want to
Patrick Division
basement performers.
slalom, beating two Italian women.
Kaline received 340 of the 385 give that kind of money out, I
W L T Pts CF GA
Claudia Guirclani was second, 1.1
Philadelphia
X 2 10
62 163 116
The two brilliant outfielders votes cast and Snider, who don't blame the players for
seconds behind and teammate Diunela
NY Rangers
13 17 7
43 156 134
of
the 1950s reminisced about missed by 13 votes a year ago, taking it," he said. -"But
Zuu
was
third.
NY Islanders
16 17 6
31 133 130
I
GOLF
Atlanta
their best salaries Wednesday got 333 this time. Both were don't think it's healthy for
13 III $
35 127 136
the
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (API - A
Washington
10 23 6
2011$ 147
after being voted into the well beyond the 289, or 75 game."
rare desert rain flooded the courses and
Smythe Manisa
forced an overnight suspension of play in .Cooperstown," N.Y.,shrine.
Chicago
percent, required for election,
15 14 12
42 116 121
Kaline became the 10th man
Vancouver
15 X 7
37 131 1311 the first round of the $304,500 Bob Hope
"My highest salary was Don Drysdale finished third
Desert Golf Classuc,
St Lana
15 19 6
X 130 135
in
history elected to the Hall of
$46,000
and
Cadillac
a
when-I
with
238
votes, 51 short of
Winnipeg
1234679 107 151 'Only two pros, Peter Jacobsen and
Fame
in his first year of
Jerry
McGee,
Cokrado
returned
played
in Brooklyn," said election. Gil Hodges was
16 hole scores.
1226 4
31 127 1(0
Edmonton
eligibility. His credentials
27 131 168 Jacobsen shot a par 72 and McGee strug9 21 II
Snider.
"And
I
happy
was
to
fourth
for
the
second straight
gled to an 00, both at La Quints.
Wales Osiderenee
get it.
ear with 233, followed by included a .297 batting
Adams Melaka
FOOTBALL
average in 22 seasons with the
Buffalo
27 11 3
57 156 126
NEW YORK API - Houston Oilers
Why didn't he make any Hoyt Wilhelm with 209.
Minnesota
21 I 3 30 162 lii runrung back Earl Campbell was named
more
than
that?
Snider said salaries never Tigers, 3,007 hits and 399 home
Boston
II 11 6
2614$ 101 the National Football League's Most
"The Dodgers told us they were a subject of discussion runs. Signed off the sandlots of
Quebec
17 17 6
40 127 133 Valuable Player by the Professional
Toronto
17 19 4
20144 154 Football Writers of Arnenca.
didn't have that kind of among the Dodger teams that Baltimore in 1953, he never
Merits Dionne
It marked the second straight year
money," he said.
Montreal
dominated the National played a game in the minors
20 14 6
46 137 142 that Campbell had captured the award
and became the youngest
Los Angeles
19 13 1
46 172 151 - the first to accomplish the feat. He led
Kaline said he made just League in the 1950s.
Pittsburgh
17 13 11
46 IS 141 Use league with 1,697 yards rushing and
over $100,000 in each of his last
"Nobody cared what the batting champion in American
Detroit
14 It 7
26126 132 19touchdowns.
Hartford
three years in Detroit and at other guy was making," hp league history when he won
11 20 10
21121 141
BASKETBALL
Wedisesdny's Games
NEW YORK ( AP - Coach Gene Shoe
one point resisted a raise.
said. "Pee Wee (Reese)didn't the crown with a .340 average
Detroit 4, New York Rangers 0
of the San Diego Clippers was suspended
"I
was
$100,000
just
under
Pittsburgh 1, Vancouver 2
care
what Jackie ( Robinson) in 1955 at the ageof_21_ ___ _ .
for one week without pay and fined
Buffalo 3, New York Islanders 2
and
the media was pointing got and Jackie didn't care
$3.500, NBA Commissioner Lawrence
Snider batted .295 in 18
Montreal 3, Toronto 3
O'Brien announced.
out how every club in the what(Carl) Furillo got."
Quebec 3. Edmonton 2
major league seasons, most of
Shue was penalized for intentionally
Minnesota 4, Hartford 2
league had one guy over that
Roth Kaline and Snider them with the Dodgers in
striking referee Dick Bavetta during the
Los Angeles S. Chicago 1
Clippers: game last Friday night against
figure,'oh
e said. "The Tigers endorsed the high salaries Brooklyn and Los Angeles. He
Tlesrainy's Games
the Bulls at Chicago and failing to leave
wanted to give me the dif- that have swept baseball since tagged 407 home runs and for
St.Louis at Benton
the court after being ejected.
Winnipeg at Philadelphia
ference
but I had an off year ... the free agent revolution.
five straight seasons from
• BOWLING
Friday's Grata
I only batted about .280 ahd
LAS VEGAS, Nev_ 4AP) - FrontQuebec at Atlanta
"I'm not against anybody
1952-1957, he hit 40 or more
running Mark Roth maintained it 34-pin
Vancouver it Washington
I told.them I didn't want it that making as much as he can," homers. His 11 World Series
lead over Jim Winklepleck after three
Buffalo at Colorado
way. I said I'd come back and said Kaline."But lam against
rounds of the $135,000 Showboat InvitaNew Yet Rangers at Edmonton
homers rehlain the record for
tional bowling tournament,
have a better season and then taking the money
a National Leaguer.

six points midway through the
goal by Cliff Robinson with
third period, caught up on a
5:06 remaining.
jump shot by Lloyd Free and
Two free throws by Bobby
took the lead for good at 100-98 Jones and the two by Caldwell
on another jumper by Free.
Jones gave the 76ers a 104-103
Brian Taylor added 21 .lead and Julius Erving hit ti4 o
points for the Clippers, inmore from the foul line. New
eluding three three-point
Jersey
Coach
Kevin
goals, while Joe Bryant had 18 Loughery, angered' by' the
and Bobby Smith 17.
fouls called on his team in the
Celtics 112, Knicks 95
final seconds, charged the
Dave Cowens found his officials and was assessed a
shooting eye early in the
technical foul and thrown out
fourth quarter and helped the
of the game just before it
Celtics to their 17th victory in
ended.
18 home games. Boston built a
Rockets 114, Nuggets 112
.advantage bat. Rick Barr,)' hit a
:side junag
had the lead cut to 73-72 late in
shot with three seconds left,.to
the third period.
cap a _wild_ fourth quart%
Chris Ford gave Boston
Calvin -Murphy, who led
some breathing room with a
Houston with 31 points, tied
pair of free throws before
the score-- 112-112 with 32
reserve center Rick Robey
seconds left.
scored on a layup and then on
a stuff before the buzzer.
Cowens returned in the fourth
Bawling
quarter and immediately hit
Standings
on an outside jump shot and a
layup. He went on to score
Diller or Dollar
Friday Morning Ladies
seven of- his 14 points in the
Bowling League
Team
period as the Celtics opened a
W
'Joni) rlartExc.& Const:-:.
101-79 lead. Nate Archibald led
Ky. Lake Oil Company
24
36
Lynn Grove Market
Boston with 20 points.
320, 370,
Hawks 111, Cavaliers 107
Eddie Johnson's six points in
the final three minutes
boosted Atlanta. Johnson's
former teammate at Auburn,
Cleveland's Mike Mitchell,
had tied the game 107-107 with
1:24 remaining but Johnson
sank two free throws 14
seconds later to put the Hawks
ahead for good. Atlanta's
Armond Hill sank two more
free throws with eight seconds
remaining for the final
margin. Tom McMillen led
Atlanta with 19 points, while
Mitchell had 32 for the
Cavaliers.
76ers 108, Nets 105
A pair of free throws by
Caldwell Jones with 19
seconds remaining, his only
points of the game, helped
Philadelphia turn back the
Nets.
The Nets trailed 86-74 at the
start of the final period but
outscored the 76ers 23-9 and
went ahead 97-95 on a field

Paradise Kennels
310,
Shoemaker Seed Company. 30N
McCuiston Auto Electric
X
M.S.U. R.O.T.C. Dept
210,
HIGH TEAM GAME SC)
McCuiston Auto Electric
Lynn Grove Market
Lynn Grove Market
IUGHTEAMGAMEi,HC)
McCuiston Auto Electric
Lynn Grove Market
Lynn Grove Market
HIGH TEAM SERIES(sc
Lynn Grove Market
1 •
Paradise Kennels
McCuiston Auto Electric
HIGH TEAM SERIES I HC I
Lynn Grove Market
McCuiston Auto Electric
Shoemaker Seed Company
HIGH IND.GAME(SC)
Annette Haneline
Nancy Todd
Ann Green
HIGH IND.GAME(HC)
Annette Haneline
Margie Vance
Nancy Todd
HIGH IND.SERIES(SC)
Jane McCuLston
Lois Smith
Mary Harris
HIGH IND.SERIES fIC)
Jane McCuiston
4 ...,
Peggy Shoemaker
SueLux
HIGH AVERAGgs
Lois Smith
Ann Green
Mary Harris
Vickie Baker
Jane McCuiston
Marie Clark
Nancy Todd
Lis Williams
Jean Phillips

JANUARY

RS
hocks

AT SETTLE-WORKMAN

us

•

MEN'S DEPARTMENT

LADIES DEPARTMENT

Ilatiori
teed
ck

Men's Corduroy Suits

1/,
"OFF

Men's Dress Suits
I) 0

/
13

Men's Dress Shirts
t.

& 1/2

OFF
1/
,
'
OFF

Mon's Sportcoats

..........................................

Mon's Sport Shirts

c,

1"/,
OFF
li
,
"OFF

lk
"OFF
V,
'a. OFF
1/,

Men's Sweaters
Men's Ties
Men's Dress Pants

"OFF

Men's White Dress Shirts

Odd sizes and broken lots 1/2 OFF
1",
OFF

Men's Leather Jackets

20% OFF

All Men's Work Jackets, Suburban & Top Coats

.............................

All Ladies Fall & Winter Dresses
All Ladies Coats

& 1/2 OFF

1/3 & 1/2 OFF
1/2
/
1
2
OFF
- &
1/2

All Ladies Pantsuits
Selected Group of Ladies Gowns & Robes

OFF

Ladies Blouses

1/2

All Ladies Skirts, Slacks & Sweaters

1/2 OFF

All Ladies Costume Jewelry & Purses

1/2

OFF

OFF

20% OFF
20%,
0
/
1
2PRICE

All Ladies Brush Nylon & Flannel Gowns
All Ladies Brush Nylon Pajamas
All Ladies Dress Boots

One Table of Ladies Dress & Casual Shoes
One Table of Ladies House Shoes . ......................................................

1/2

PRICE

S2.00

CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT
ros

1/2

Selected Group of Girls Jeans
,

One Group of Girls Panties

OFF

Odd sizes & broken lots 1/2 OFF

All Girls Sportswear

Sizes 2-14 1/2 OFF

1/,

All Boys Knit Shirts

Sizes 2-6'
' PRICE

All Boy's 2 Moo Sets

Sizes 2-4

All Girls Pajamas & Gowns

1/2

PRICE

Sizes 2-14 20% OFF

All Girl's Coats

ea•"

Downtown Court Square

14

One Rack -of Joy's Jackets

Sizes2-6 -'PRICE
0

Girl's Dresses

SiZES 8 months to 14 years

1/2 OFF

/
1
2PRICE
Values to $8.99 Now $2.00

All Girl's Dress Boots
One Table of Children Shoes

1/2

One Table of Boys Boots & Shoes

All Girl's Coats
)11.

1/ OFF
Sizes 2-142

PRICE

1
Sizes 2-14

NO.RAMMOtViefitpituNDS,NO ALTERATIONS ON SALE MERCHANDISE

Settle-Workman

OFF
a

We Appreciate Your Bustooss
•

4

28N
290,
34
380,
391
567
566
734
760
7.5?
1626
1618
1606
2207
2185
21(6
1 .
11)9
217
214
212
.475
457
461
592
500
577
176
160
149
146
145
141
140
137
136

1'
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BYRON'S
506 "I .27r,

v Lino Kv

Company To
Use Coal
For Products

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

oivmpic Pi32,

7 52 _

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
We honor PCS,
Medimet, Ky.
Public Assistance Prescrip- CT
tions and work- CT
CT
man's Compensation

Chloraseptic
Fast!
Spray
Sore
Throat
t
29
Relief
`I'

icivx,,T

& oz.

We Keep
Complete
Accurate
Family
• Prescription
Records For
Insurance,
Income Tax

30
Free
With
A
100

I

Centrum

X FREE
WITH=

al

la

Comenow

4
99
Come and see
our complete
camera department. We have
Kodak paper
and chemicals.

Aspirin
250 Tablets

794

Open
9-9
Mon.-Sat.
and
1-6
Sundays

EMI
MOM
0
0Centrum

High Potency Multivitamin/
Multimineral Formula

Norwich

L asrimi'

On Specai Now'

Color
Copy
Prints

OLOR.

copy
-04,7PR

INTS
.390

39 ..h
Mitt Co

Prices Good Thru Jan. 17, 1980

KINGSPORT, Tenn. AP
Tennessee Eastman Co.,
subsidiary of Eastman Kodak
Corp., said it will switch from
petroleum to coal as the
source for many chemical
products at its plant here.
Eastman President R.C.
Hart said Tuesday the company will build a complex
costing several Million dollars
and including new chemical
plants.- a coal-fired., steaui
plant and a coal gasification
plant on the Holston River.
- The company already is the
state's largest industrial
employer with a work force of
11,500. Hart said the expansion
will add another 300 full-time
'jobs when completed in 1983.
The number of contract
workers will jump from 750 to
2.000 at the peak of construction, which will, begin
later this year, he said.
Most of the additional 6,000
tons of coal to be delivered to
the plant each day will come
from nearby fields in Tennessee and Kentucky,officials
said. The plant now uses about
16,000 tons of coal a day.
Hart said Eastman will
begin using a. new coal
gassification process it
developed to produce -acetic
anhydride. which is used as a
base for photographic film
and in manufacturing fibers,
plastics and other chemical
products.

IIVVVV.VAIVW.
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Prices Good Thru Sun.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
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Carpet Runner

0B-0676-34
...11112001111

10"

2Ft. by 5 ft.
Extra Durable
For Many Uses
Assorted Colors

411111W
Mirro Kitchen Pride Fry Pan
With Silver Stone
Premium Non-Stick Surface
Even Heating Aluminum

'229

$P49
3

S.'.

Vicks Formula 44D
Decongestant Cough Mixture
3 Oz. Bottle

440

.129
Listerine
Antiseptic

Mersene
Denture Cleanser

uSTERINE

mill
-

Out cleans the leading -tablets in
Powering off plaque. 40 Plus 8
Free Packets

Kflls Germs By Millions
On Contact"

7

32 oz. Plus 4 oz. Free
36 oz. Bottle
-

98'

Sill

278

Tucker Large Sweater
and Storage Box
Gold or Avocado Lids With Clear Bottom
14" Lung x 1014" Wide 6"2 deep

$239

St. Regis 5-In-1
Theme Book

ils

99

Deflect-0 Air Deflector
Used on floor or wall
registers, made of clear
plastic, super strong
magnets,adjustable.

s.

138

I The... tine*
,

5

0-Tips

Hershey's Instant
Real Chocolate Flavor

Efferdent

Vicks Vaporub

Denture Cleanser Tablets

Vaporizing Ointment

96 Tablets

3 oz Jar

,11,10,91

efferdent

Sim

WHO'LL PAY YOU 10.15% ON TWO AND A HALF YEAR MONEY
CERTIFICATES?

Metamucil
Powder

Gillette Right Guard
Deodorant
The Family Deodorant
5 Oz. Bronze Can Aerosal Spray

satiMiliktaa
•

SI19

WHOU PAY YOU 53
/
4% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?

Coricidin 'D'
Decongestant Cold
Tablets

Cotton Swabs

Double Tipped Safety Swabs
Package of 300

2 Lb. Can

We have something new in our savings
plans - the 21,2 YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE. With a S1,000 minimum deposit,
you can earn an interest rate only
34°0 below US.
Treasury Securities. The interest rate for
January is 10.15%, with
annual yield of 10.681%. The rate on new
certificates is determined the first of
each month.

99c

Regular White or
Extra Dry Formula
15 oz. Bottle

Wire-O-Bound
150 Sheets
05839

Wholl Pay You 11.858%
6 Month Savings Certificates?

10"
To
14"

Model

Jergens Lotion

29

Do you have some surplus cash you want readily available yet want
to earn interest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer.Interest rate is 53
/
4%
and paid quarterly. Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of
withdrawal.

Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aid Dept'

• •010_111_11.......•1110.masallINIP
lall,

ar

Peojales Bank money market certificates are nom-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest is subject to change at maturity. This
11.858% rate is effective on certificates purChased from now through January 16,
1980.

•••

42:••• -1\--

FIRST PRINTED
1690,
In
"Publick
,Occurrences.- the first
American
preinted
newspaper. was issued in
Boston and suppressed at
once.
JAMAICA FLOWEIES
• 'Jamaica has' more than
3,000 species of flowering
plants. including over 200
species of orchids. The island
has a large collection of ferns.
ranging from delicate maislen
hair and asparagus ferns to
stately tree ferns with trunks
over 20 feet in height.

18611:0•%0•W's$

n

1.1LiB•

.5150

A Natural Vegetable
Powder For Treatment
Of Constipation
- Giant 21 oz.

ssie
St9

24 Tablets

Corictt"*"

For Relief Of Colds
Sinus Congestion

$1 19
WHO'LL OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?

ssi.

I

Gille Foamy
Shave Cream
11 oz. Can
Regular, Menthol, Lemon lime,
Tropical Coconut

A subclantial interest penalty is required for early withdrawal of certificates of
dep,sit.

7he

PEOPLES

BANK

}

MURRAY /KY.
Member FDIC

St. Regis
:Mr

Filler Paper
5 Hole, Side Punch,
200 Sheets
11212

59'

Clolfie LID

ColgateFFI

Close-Up
Toothpaste

Colgate
Toothpaste

Regular or Mint Flavered
Family Size 6.4 oz.

Family Size
7 crz. Tube

w. 98'

Extra Pain Relief
Without Aspirin

s4. 94'

•••••---

-
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Uniroyal Red Ball
Insulated
Rubber

OV 99 0 0 1 le

Boots
"Closeout"

Sizes 7 and 8 s

Remington model #1100, 12 gauge, plain
barrel, 28 inch modified
Sale
Remington model #1100, 12 gauge, rib
barrel, 28 inch modified, 26 improved, 30 inch full

No Refunds

H IGHV,AY 641—MURRAY, Y

ome items not exacti

Insulated Rubber._
Fidl Lace

as .icured

Ithaca,
12 puac_
_
_ rib barrel,
_ 28 inch modifie
_ d

Boots

Ladies

Ithaca, 12 gauge, rib barrel, 30 inch, full
choke, magnum,

Gowns
Robes

Winchester model #1400, 1 gauge rib
barrel, Winchoke,28 inch barrel

and

Stevens model 67, 12 gauge, pump, rib
barrel

Large Choice Of
Styles and Colors

Walls Blizzard Pruf

Off

4

Stevens model 311, 12 gauge, double barrel,
28 inch modified and full

Workman's
Overalls

Entire Stock
Boy's Long Sleeve

Shirts

Stevens, model 94, 20 gauge, full single
barrel

.Foam Insulated
•OD Color
.Zipper Front and Back Pockets
•Med., Large, X-Large
.Designed For Cold Winter Weather

1/
3 Off

Sale
$
39
95

Purses

Wranglers, Disco,
Male
Sizes 274
-0

Dress Styles

Parkas

Canvas Styles
$988
Now Only
1
/
3

Off

Remington model #700 ADL 30-06 and 243

Sale

$180"

Winchester model #70 XTR 30-06

Reg.$13.77
Sale

1

Uncle Jeff's soon to be fully stocked
with fishing, boating, and camping
equipment at the LOWEST DISCOUNT
PRICES!

$89
9

Boots
Sizes 5-10
Values to $29.99

Sale $220
"

Remington model #700 BDL caliber 22-250,
heavy barrel

Hunter Orange
Insulated

(
A.
,.

Remington model #742,30 - 06 carbine

Remington model #700 BDL, custom deluxe,
243 caliber

Sizes 4-18

Jeans

Sale $4900

Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof of hardware, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and beauty aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department and the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount Prices.

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
OW is Coming

Be Ready And
Buy A Uncle Jeff's
Snow Shovel
$547

Firelogs
$137

3 amp,6 amp,8 anip, 10 arnp

an

For 25 Ft.

Portable

Hetp-Conserve-Energy
Weather Strip Your
Home With A

Windshield
Deicer,
Starting Fluid,
Windshield AntiFreeze and Solvent

LOW,LOW PRICES
Bernz-O-Matic
Blow Torch

Pump machine, tool
coolants, empties flooded
basements, dewaters roofs,
bails boats, sump pump,
dry up wet spots, wet down
dry spots, water shrubs
and plants,

LOW PRICES
Starts At $17.97
Uncle Jeff's Mist Received
F Large Shipme
nt of Rubber Foam
Assorted sizes and thickness, pillows,
cushions, mattress toppers - single,
queen,double, king mattress sizes.

Window Kit and
Door Kit

a

Put Foam Strips Around Windows
and Doors Also
Saves You Money

Low
Prices

Bags of Shredded Foam

87.

Uncle
.Cover That Boat
Or Special Car
From Rough Weather
Buy A Plastic

Jeff
'
s

With Solid Brass Burner
Reg.$12.67

Boat and Car Cover

Copper tubing, toilet repair kits, copper
fittings, galvanized fittings, brass fittings, toilet repair kits and much more
at

9x12'- 13x24'
at
LOW PRICES

Hydraulic
Jacks
Uncle Jeff
'
s
Tool Department

Anything you need from a screwdriver
to an air impact wrench

Household
Fuses,

1442 ton 8ton
3 ton 10 ton
5 ton 12 ton

Flashlights,
and all
j

sizes of
Batteries

8

Bench
Grinder
3
/
4 H.P. 110-220

Battery Booster
Cables
12 Foot ,20 Foot
All Copper

Volts
Fully Guaranteed
$459
• LOWEST
Starts At
Low,Low Prices PRICES
%I
piiiiwyyviewieviivieweeiuvidolliew,iramogy
eeediedvrediwycirs-..-Ivimvyrei-vii
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR FRIDAY,JANUARY 11, 1980
What kind of day will pursuits.
tomorrow be To find out what LIBRA
the stars say, read the - (Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 —
forecast given for your birth
Pleasure seekers protect
Sign.
assets. You could be left with
the tab. Rummaging 'In the
ARIES
attic or cellar may lead to a
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
valuable discovery.
Unexpected romantic at- SCORPIO.
tractions possible. Don't loan (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Meer'
money to new acquaintances.
Keep appointments or inNew career ideas are form family
members of
workable. Act now for suc- changes in plans. -The p.m.
cess.
favors getting in touch with
TAURUS
friends via phone or letter..
i Apr. 20 to May 20) SAGITTARIUS
— Mde
.s arli-6s" may have -to -(Nov. 22 to Dec.-210 ),
change plans. Thoughts of
Unexpected disclosures. A
marriage may be premature secret comes to light. Watch
for the unattached. Still, the uidtscretiotis. Act on your
romantic picture is lively.
thinking re career • and
GEMINI
financial ventures.
May 21,to June 201
CAPRICORN '
Nervousness re a romance I Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 Vj klat
at a distance interferes with
Money you counted on may
concentration. The p.m. not come in. Don't take foolish
favors family gatherings and risks Or trust the wrong party.
domestic decisions.
Travel and distant matters
CANCER
favored.
(June 21 to July 4) 181(.431P AQUARIUS
A new
attraction is
Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
fascinating, but take things
Be skeptical of enticing
slowly. Get to know each career offers. The picture
other. Exchange thoughts. looks bright re joint assets and
Enjoy creative work.,
returns on investments. A
LEO
friend is helpful.
(July 23 to Aug. 22) J244g PISCES
X
An untimely remark by a
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
loved one may prove emAgainst
better
-your
barrassing. It's time to take judgment, you could chase a
action re work plans. romantic rainbow. Friends
Capitalize on financial op- and close allies are supportunity.
portive. Socialize in the p.m.
VIRGO
1 Aug. -23 to Sept. 221 0
PVA, YOU BORN TODAY are
Love makes you nervous more idealistic than the
now ,— you may have dif- typical member of your sign.
ficulty concentrating. Happy You'd
make
good
a
news in the p.m. Seek relaxing spokesman for a cause.

•

a

THE ACES®

1RA G CORN, JR

•

'There's nothing fm
afraid of like scared
people -- Robert Frost

Owen's Food Market
c
o
w
i
m
i
w
e
a
Zingers!
30cococIL

•

Mr. John G. Long the field editor of a well-known
New York subsidy publishing firm will be interviewing
locar authors in a quest for finished manuscripts
suitable for book publication. All subjects will be considered, including fiction and non-fiction, poetry,
juveniles, religious books, etc..
He will be in Paducah in early March.
If you have completed a book-length manuscript (or
nearly so)on any subject, and would like a professional
appraisal (without castor obligation), please write immediately and describe your work. State whether you
would prefer a morning, afternoon, or evening appointment, and kindly mention your phone number.
You Will receive a confirmation by mail for a definite •
time and place.
Authors with completed manuscripts unable to appear may send them directly to us for a free reading
and evaluation. We will also h.',51ad to hear from those
whose literary Arks are still in progress.

*

84 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10011
Phone I 212) 243-8800

—11-1

r
Blue Bonnet
or
Parkay

EGGS

4 Roll Pkg.

Limit

1;•

GRADE A
LARGE

TOILET
TISSUE
79c
.4604.1

All 3 With
$35.00 Order

illeaftftwomi.a‘vr

Charmin

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

4

DOZ.

59.

PP.

OLEO

:Pr

LIMIT 3 Dot.
1.b.

BLUE

.
BONNET!
'

39.

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco 11 Dairy Products

fV*garrne
Limit 2

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco I Dairy Products

Cornphe s Chcken Noodle

Owen's
Best

SOUP

SLAB
SLICED
BACON
Lb.

oz 4/97'
5119
3/slm

10

Heinz '000 Island

DRESSING

16 or

Kraft

MAC. & CHEESE

89!

U.S. Choice
Boneless Arm

59

we'

Pan Smooth or Crunchy

12 oz

TOWELS
NOljio

79'

Dills

MEM.

32 oz

Libby
with beans

15 oz

6,C

31b

I

MILK

CORN

Gold

M

Green Top

ILK

'

2

gal

Hyde Pork'

101110111114000.

89'

BUTTERMILK

51
:

Sliced

gal

DELI
B.B.O. BEEF

lb

UCE DEP .

'p

Owen's Best

Fields I Lb

lb

52"

Golden Ripe

BANANAS

lb

15'

5 lb

69'

Owen's Best Homemade Pimento

WIENERS

CHEESE

lb

lb
US

Economy

3 5 Lb Pkg

3/5100
3/51w

Hyde Pork Homogenized

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN

GROUND BEEF

Del Monte Cream Style
erlirerfttif -

Hyde Park to-Cal

r

&MAL
*ELF NINO

SMOKED HAM

160z

MILK

3/S1 00

16 oz

FLOUR

TOMATOES

Save More On Hyde Park Milk
Hyde Pork

Green Giant Cut Green

Gold Medal Plain
or Self Rising

Rosedale Whole Peeled

59'
99'
39'

rvrT
a.

30 oz

BEANS

32 oz

1
,

16oz 3/100
119
169

JAM

WHIP

I

Lb.

Hyde Park Jellied Cranberry

Jamboree Strawberry_

Kroft Miracle

Bonels iCH K
ROAST
----- -$-1-89--

Self Rising Sunflower

Premium 1 Lb Box

CRACKERS
Jr

Paramount Harribur

with teons

$119
•

49'
59'

Hyde pork Jumbo Decorator

it

Assorted Flavors

Vieth

I8oz

12 oz

.S. ChoiceiLd

SAUCE

3/51w

102 oz

GRAVY

16 oz

DRESSING

CHILI

MARSHMALLOWS

LB.

APPLESAUCE

65'

Kroft Miniature

PEANUT BUTTER'

SWISS
STEAK ,
$189

Muss/et-non s

CHILI

8 oz

rteonz HorrilikStyle

Rosedale
2 or Slices

New Herb Magic

DRESSING

7 or

1

PEACHES

Kraft French

Peter

B.B.O. RIBS

,•

STEW MEAT

lb

Owen's Best Fried

U S Choice Boneless
lb

5179

CHICKEN

9 pcs

Owen's Best B B 0

S159
Hcr
CoNR
l sT
Who
Y
ie HAMS

lb

COUNTRY HAMS

lb

$179

CHICKEN. Owen's
BAKED HAM

No 1

WHITE POTATOES

Owen's Best

Mr. JohirG. Long

PrP.ss.

Order Your Pit Baked Hams, B.B.O. Shoulders
& Smoked Turkeys •

%ma 8-7 lloa-Tlaw
Fri awl Sat S-8

•

Center

HAVE YOU
WRITTEN A BOOK?

• hvg•ellit 10 I. lt•• Obsofthe,
WE GLARY ACCEPT FOOD IAMPS

Choice of 1 With Bonus Special
Both With
$12.50 Order
$25.00 Order

NORTH
I-10-A
•K 7 '
•A9
•10 8 4 2
•A QJ 105

West's thundering double had declarer scared plenty
EAST "
WEST
•J 9 8-3.
after he bid .todav's reason- •i54
Q 10 6 5 2
•-able slam. Unfortunately *A
•KQJ9765
for West. his tone scared • 7 6 3
declarer only during the
sotTH
-bidding Worse vet, it gave „
•A Q 8 2
declarer a road map for the
•KJ8743
play.
•
. South had a tough choice
•K 9 2
Over the pre-emptive bid of '
Vulnerable North-South
four diamonds. He thought Dealer North The bidding
about cue-bidding. but that
might make things sticky. so North East South West
4•
5,•
he settled for the invitation- I,
Pass
Pass
Pass
Dbl
al stab of five hearts. North 6 V
pushed on and West's double Pass' Pass Pass
convinced both North and
Opening lead Diamond ace
South that one of them had
ed
Declarer ruffed the diabut he had to surrender the
mend ace and led a low
_last two trig
ny
LI Ital.
n
to declarer's K-J.
there was no doubt in
Watch those doubles of
anyone's mind about who
voluntarily reached slams.
held the trump stack A club
They do not rate to make
was led to declarer's king
you rich and they can boomand a club went back to
dummy's ace East discard- erang to give declarer theinformation he needs to
ed a diamond and declarer
make the slam.
now had an accurate count
of the distribution
Bid with Corn
East had no hearts and
only one club therefore. he
probably had eight clia- South holds 1-10-B
----- montEand-Flur spatie:C---- Another high club was
•K 7
. cashed from dummy and a
•A9
fourth club was ruffed to
••10 84 2
reduce declarers. trump
411. Ai Q.1 105
holding Then came four
rounds of spades. dummy
North
South
•
1*
ruffing with the ace. while
West played a trump helpANSWER: Two diamondS.
ifSSIV
liVest and declarer were A hefty hand, for the single
left with nothing other than raise however. nof , enough
three trumps each and strength to make a stronger
declarer was in command:. bid
--A diamond was led from
Send hridge questions to The Aces,
dummy and, when declarer
11.s 12363 Dallas Texas 75225,
ruffed with his eight West 'Not, -elf addressed stamped emelope
tor r,•rd,
was forced to give in

Specials Good
Ian. 10 tisru Jan. 16

1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4682

Golden Delicious

$329
$189

APPLES

3/b bog

89'

516 bog

99'

Florida Pink

GRAPEFRUIT
a

Best Deli

lb

$329

f uncy

BELL PEPPERS

b

59c

••-•-se.

\(..13 114h. %H._ ItRAK

& I 1%1l.S, l'hursdis , Jaiitiars
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Deaths and Funerals

The News In Brief

trade limitations announced
UNITED NATIONS(AP)- 6y President Carter in
The United States was suc- retaliation for Soviet incessful in its drive to arraign tervention in Afghanistan. It
Mrs.
Neville (Irene)
the Soviet Union before the also would affect non-Soviet
Final rites for Mrs. Nettie
General Assembly for its cargo carried by Russian
M. Stanley, 94, are being held Williams of 700 Fairlane
.. military intervention in ships.
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of Drive, Murray, died today at
Afghanistan, but the Russians NATIONAL
the Hornbeak Funeral Home, 6:08 a.m. at the Murraystorms
Pacific
have
announced that they would
Fulton, with Elder Paul ('alloway Minty Hospital.
She was 79 years of age.
veto any resolution in the whipped up wind and rain in
Poyner officiating.
Southern
and
,Survivors include her
Security Council calling for Hawaii
Burial will follow M the New
California
stunned
and
the
husband,
Neville
Williams;
sanctions
against Iran. With
Hope Cemetery there.
Security Council action on Northwest with enough snow
Mrs. Stanley, Route 4,South one daughter, Mrs. Ed
Carolyn ) Jolly, Nashville,
Afghanistan blocked by the and freezing rain to sink me*
Fulton, Tenn.,died Tuesday at
Soviet veto, the council
the Haws Memorial Nursing Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Hobert
adopted a resolution WedHome, Fulton. Born Feb. 25, ( Lois) Smith, Paducah; two
nesday night asking for an
1885, in Calloway County, she grandchildren.
In charge of the funeral and .
emergency session of the 152was the daughter of the late
nation assembly to deal with
EFFINGHAM, Ill. (A?) -William Henry Malray and burial arrangements will tie
the situation in the.. Central -A coroner's inquest into the
-Ruth Calllitan Malray.- Itaii:411alack-Colutuaa.Funeral.
ASTafitia
n.
shooting deattrof a-Kentucky
She is survived by one _ Home.
man at an Effingham motel
daughter, Mrs. Betty Ruth
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) will be held at the Effingham
McGuire, Detroit, Mich.; one
- Reinforced Soviet troops County Courthouse Friday.
son, Guy Payne, South Fulton,
are reported being deployed in
County Coroner Dr. R„ft.
TenifT step daughter, Mita
•
southern Afghanistan to take I.ystila said he expects to call
Ray, and two step sons, Reece
Mrs. Edna Fuqua McNeely,
DONATION - Officer Ricky Latimer (left ), president of '
over posts abandoned by Illinois and Kentucky state
and Hugh Stanley, Memphis, former resident of the Far- the Fraternal Order()Mace,presents a $200-donation
check
Afghan army defectors.
police and Effingham city and
Tenn.; seven grandchildren.
mington Community, died from the FOP to Calloway County Deputy Sheriff Bill MarThree foreigners who asked county law officers to testify
Monday in Dallas, Texas, cum for the Kentutky Sheriff's Boys Ranch. The donation
not to be identified rLoorted in the shooting death of Clyde
where she had been making will enable county children to attend Use ranch, located in
seeing about 20 large Russian D.
Grahbm,
22,
of
her home.
Marshall County. The facility is supported by donations.
transports landing Soviet Elizabethtown, Ky.
She was 71 years of age,and
reinforcements in Kandahar,
Graham, a suspect in the
'the widow of Sterling
300 miles south of Kabul and November shooting death
The funeral for James Hall
of a
McNeely. One son, Ralph
Farris will be held Friday at
capital of. a province where Kentucky State Trooper, was
McNeely, died in January
Moslem rebels have been shot and killed at the Villa Inn
1:30 p.m. at the chapel of the
1979.
repotted active.
J H. Churchill Funeral Home
Motel in this southeast Illinois
Mrs. McNeely is survived
with burial to follow in the
city
Dec. 9. Illinois State
by a daughter, Mrs. Ann Fitz,
NEW DELHI,India(AP)- Police said Graham was shot
Murray Memorial Gardens..
Austin, Texas; three sistersIndira,Gandhi takes control of by a Kentucky trooper, but the
Friends may call at the
Mrs. Amy Utterback, Richthe Indian Parliament in officer has not been officially
funeral home.
mond, Va., Mrs. Emmalee
The Rev. Jay L. Brigham
The new minister attended triumph today after a land- identified.
Mr. Farris, 78, a resident of
Carson, lincolntown, Ga.,and will be installed as pastor
College, slide election victory that
Owensboro, died Tuesday at
of Concordia
Or. Lady Ruth Carter, Pen- the Immanuel
Lutheran Milwaukee, Wisc., Concordia swept her back to power as
12 noon at the Owensborosacola, Fla.: seven grand- Church in a special worship Senior College,
Davis County Hospital.
Fort Wayne, dramatically as she left it 34
children.
service on Sunday, Jan. 13, at Ind.,
Concordia months ago.
He is survived by his wife,
and
Funeral and burial services 4 p.m. at the church, located Seminary,
The last time the 62-year-old
St. Louis, Mo.,
Mrs. Jennie Orr Farris, and
were held Wednesday in at Main and 15th
Streets, where he received his Masters stateswoman appeared in
two daughters, Miss Martha
Dallas, Texas.
Murray.
"Something To Live For"
of Divinity in 1978. He spent Parliament was December
Farris and Mrs. Kathryn
Rev. Brigham is the third one year in Cypress,Texas,on 1978, when she went to the will be the film to be shown at
Phillips, Owensboro; two
resident pastor to serve the his vicarage from the lower house to answer con- 6 p.m. on Sunday, Jan. 13,
sisters, Mrs. Meda Jackson
tempt charges involving during the Church Training
church since it started here in seminary.
and
.Mrs. Novie Patterson,
1963 when The Rev. Fred
The Rev. Brigham accepted harassment of officials during period at the Memorial
Murray: two brothers, HerVoightniann
became a call to Venice, Fla., where the 19-month emergency she Baptist'Church, Main and 10th
bert Farris, Murray, and
missionary-at-large for the he served as an assistant declared as prime minister. Streets Murray.
Hardy Fan-is, Clarksdale,
The Chestnut General
Kerry Letterman, Church
pastor at Lakeside Lutheran After that last appearance she
fisie .y,ra,ndchadrep.„.
Raptit,
s_nt a week in
-Church
_Traioring, Director.,..said the
two great grandchildren.
Chestnut and Cherry Streets,
film is geared especlalfor
large for the Englewood, Fla., WASHINGTON
Murray,-will have a gospel
WASHINGTON (AP) -, the youth and is part of an
area. In April of 1979 he
singing on Saturday, Jan. 12,
orgariiied and became the White House officials, saying ongoing program at Memorial
at 7 p.m.
first pastor of Redeemer the president should set U.S. Church.
Featured will be the
Milton Greham is minister
Lutheran Church, Englewood, foreign policy, are talking to
McFarland Family of St.
International
of music and youth, and Fred
Fla., where he served prior to the
Louis, Mo.,and Sister Earlene
Longshoremen's Association and Linda Stalls are Sunday
c-oming to Murray.
RouS of Paducah.
about
its boycott of Soviet night youth leaders.
Noah Bowerman, 87 year
The Lutheran minister and
The church pastor, the Rev.
old resident of Benton-Route 9,
his wife, Bonnie, are natives of shipping.
The public is invited to
Stanley Griggs, urges all
The boycott announced 'attend to see this special film,
died Wednesday at 12:48 a.m.
Wisconson. They have one
members 'and the public to
at Lourdes.Hospital.Paducah.
son, Daniel, 21 months, and Wednesday would expand the Lettermar.said.
attend the singing on Saturday
He was a retired farmer.
are expecting their second
evening, and the services on
The deceased was a
child in February.
Sunday including Church
member of the ftriensburg
"The
members
of
School at 10 a.m. and worship
United . Methodist Church.
Immanuel, meaning 'God
at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Born Nov. 6, 1892, he was the
With Us,' are looking forward
son of the late William Archaelogical Group Rev. Jay L. Brigham
to a continued ministry to the
Bowerman and Betty McBride
-new church pastor
residents of Murray and its
Plans Tuesday Meeting
Bowerman.
surrounding areas ag well as
Mr. Bowerman is survived
The Jackson Purchase Murray area. The first to the students of Murray
by his wife, Mrs. Katie Chapter of the Kentucky Lutheran worship service was State University and the
Thompson Bowerman; one Archaelogical
Association conducted in Murray in vacationers of the Land
daughter,
Mrs.
Mary will meet in-- Roam 103 of October of 1963 in the gym- Between the Lakes area," a
Elizabeth Lee, Calvert City Faculty Hall, Murray State nasium-cafeteria of Robertson church spokesman said.
Route • two ünchart. University, on Monday:./an. Elethentary School.
,
III 1984 thr5iuuiiJbtrcokti,
Bowerman, Hardin Route 1. 14.at 7:30 p.m.
To
The public is invited and for ceremony took place for the
Edward Bowerman,
Hardin; one
ei7raSie's—furvizi-liiftrritrattarr-penv----pre-seaf-Lahum..Quirgialtul—
Student Center. In December
Bowerman, Centralia, ill.; 15 may call 762-4058 or 753-0201.
of that year the Rev. Stephen
grandchildren; 18 great
G. Mazak was commissioned
grandchildren.
missionary-at-large for the
The funeral will be held Federal-stmte market Ne ws servIve - - January 10, 1900
The Rev. Stephen DavenFriday at 1 p.m. at-the-chapel Xeritaay PtIrillase -Area flag Market Murray area, and later
port
and his family will be
became
Report
Includes
Inunanueli
6
Buying
first
Stations
of the Collier Funeral Home,
G.E. AM/FMClock Radio
Receipts. Art 899 Est. 600 Barrows &
honored at a reception on
pastor
when
the
congregation
Benton, with the Rev. Jim Gilts steady Sows
50-1.00 lower
Wake up to music or alarm with the G.E. AM/FM
Sunday,
Jan.
13,
at
the
St.
was
US
1-2200-230
officially
lbs
organized
$37.2137.S0
in
Stubbs officiating.
1.15 2 201240 lbs..
digital dock radio. Features lighted clock face, 24.
$37 00-37.73
John's Episcopal Church, 1620
1966.
Grandsons will serve as US 2-3 240-250
63600-3100
hour wake up, and slide rule tuning. Walnut grained
The Rev. Mazak left here in West Main Street, Murray.
pallbearers and burial will US 2-4380-25)kis
Sows
poly
cabinet. 203-3728
The
event
will
follow
the
Holy
July
1970
to take a teaching
follow in the Marshall County US 1-2 270-350 lbs
129.00-3000
position at Concordia Senior Eucharist service at9.45 a.m
US 1-3 3004.50 lbs. .
628.00-29.00
Memory Gardens.
US 1-3 650-500 lbs. ,
629.00-30.50
The Davenports are moving
College, Fort Wayne, Ind. In
Friends may call at the US .
1-3 50D-650 lbs. .. $36.50-31 50few 32.00
US 2-3300-500 lbs
December of 1970 the Rev. to Washington,D. C., where he
127.00-21.00
funeral home.
Roars 21.00-24.00 few 75.00
.
RObert A. Brockhoff became has accepted a position as
the second resident pastor and assistant head master of St.
served until January 1979 Patrick's School and as
Pinces of stocks of local interest at
when he left to take a position assistant rector of St.
noon. F-ST, today, furnished to the
„ IPUISVILI.E, Ky. API USLA Murray Ledger & Times by First
Patrick's Episcopal Church.
Estimated receipts cattle and calves as pastor-chaplain for the
of
Michigan Corp., of Murray. are as
400; represented classes steady; Cedar Lake
Rev. Davenport has served
Lodge,
a
resident
follows:
slaughter steers good 855-1025 lb 61.75as
minister of St. John's
home
for
the
mentally
65.00;
sladthter
heifers
good
and choice
'industnal Average
r 1.81
Episcopal Church here for
6604040 lb 63.1044.90; utility cows 4000- retarded at LaGrange.
52.00; few high dressing 52.5043.75; cut'Air Products
- 37% r
Rev. Brigham arrived in several years. While here he
Model 2502
American Motors
S unc ter 44.0040.00; canner and cutter under
has served as chairman of the
Murray in December of 1979.
ON lb 38.5044.00; slaughter brills 1120Ashland
with
Thermostat
American Telephone
32% -% 1973 lb 59.5045.50; slaughter calves and
Involved in the special Murray-Calloway County
_BMW=
vealers untested; feeder steers medium
21-sB 3%A
Senior Citizens Board.
4 17-3050
Chrysler
, Sa+
Iramello. 1 335-500 lb 80.0046.50; 500445 service on Sunday will be the
Ford Motor
ns. 4
lb 76.00-&4.00; large frame No. 1 few 865
Serving as acolytes on
Rev. Raymond W. Gage,
10% As lb 69.25; medium frame No. 2 300-500 lb.
Christ Lutheran, Paris, Sunday will be Brian Doyle,
General Care
16% unc 72.0040.00; 500430 lb 70.00-77.00; large
General Dynanues
68% .+
Samir Mahfoud, and Ben
Frame No. 2 Including Holsteins 400440 Tenn.; the Rev. Paul H.
General Motors
52% +% lb 59.5044.00; heifers medium
No. 1 401
Donner, St. Paul Lutheran, Moore. Lay readers will be
General Tire
22 unc 500 lb 61.00-72.25;
500440 lb 67.00-72.00;
Goodrich
20% unc
Steve Hale and Claudia
medium frame No. 350-760 14.80.50410.00;' Paducah; the Rev. Rudolph C.
-Harriers
1-3%
vs
stock cows-medium frame No. I 716850
Brandt,
Holy
Trinity Moore. Ann Harcourt and
Heublein
30%
It M
66% +1 lb 2-8 years 47.00-56.50.
Lutheran, Bowling Green; the Missy George will be in
Hogs 500; barrows and gilts 75 higher;
Jerico
20%820%A
Rev. Ronald Tabbert, Faith charge of the nursery.
1-2 210.230 lb 36.90-39.30; 2 200-240 lb
Krnart
Pennwalt
31 At 38.50-39.00; 2-3350-305 lb 36.80-37.00; 3 310
Church School will be held
Lutheran, Union City, Tenn.;
lb 34.03; sows under 450 lb untested, over
Quaker Oats
26's
and the Rev. Robert J. Mader, Sunday at 11 a.m., and a
Texaco
450 lb steady; 1-2 450-550 lb 33.50-34.00;
V's
Wal Mart
skating party is scheduled
34's unc
boars over X40 lb 27.00-31.00.
Grace Lutheran, Claritsvill
diendys
1213 124A
Sheep 25, untested
tested early.
Sunday at 4 p.m.
Tenn.

Mrs. Williams Dies Today At Hospital

Rites Being Held
For Mrs. Stanley

than 100 boats.
At least lf persons IRV!'
killed and two others missing
in weather-related accidents
over two days. Tens of
thousands were without power
as ice and snow downed lines.
CHICAGO (AP)- Traders
were trying again to do
business at Midwest grain
exchanges today after worries
over the effects of a partial

grain embargo against theSoviets sent %Meat and cirri?'
prices plummeting in frantic
selling.
But veteran traders said
they see no quick change in
the pattern that emerged
Wednesday
when
the
government lifted a two-day
trading freeze imposed to
allow the market to react to
President Carter's embargo of
17 million metrictons of grain.

Inquest Set In Shooting Death

Mrs. McNeely Dies
Monday In Dallas

Services On Friday
For J. H. Farris

Rev. Jay L. Brigham
To Be Installed As
Lutheran Church Pastor

Graham had been sought in during a routine traffic stop.
the Nov. 7 shooting death of' I.ystila declined further
Kentucky -.trouper -Eaaic comment Wednesday WW1
Harris near Hodgenville, Ky., Inquest is completed. -

Phyllis To Be On 'Tonight'
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)Phyllis George Brown,
Kentucky's first lady and a
former Miss America; is
scheduled to appear en the
Tonight Show tonight to join
Johnny Carson in his push to
bring Bert Parks back as Miss
America Pageant master of
ceremonies.
She and Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr., called the 65-year-old
Parks after he was fired from
the annual Miss America show

after 25 years.
"They have been close'
friends of his over the years.
said Frank Ashley, Brown's
press secretary.
He - -said Mrs. Brown is
ceitairrto talk about Parks on
the program tonight.
"She will also talk about
other
things, including
Kentucky, which she always
talks about," Ashley said.
. Mrs. Brown was Miss
America in 1971.

Special Film Will
Be Shown Sunday
At Local Church

Gospel Singing To
'Be Held Saturday
At Chestnut Church

1979 Malibu
Approximately 26,360 miles, four door sedan,
brown,tan vinyl top, power steering, power brakes,
small. va, Cruise Contra.&V,..WMK195v_ De.f9Ker.
Air.

Noah Bowerman Is
Dead At Age Of 79;
Funeral Is Friday

$4700
1223

GM

Keep That Great GM Feeling

13113113kAL MOTORS MITTS DIV1380111

With Genuine GM Ports

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
753-2617
641 South
minor mem; maw miller mem mew maw,

Central
Center
9-9 M-S
14 Sunday

STOREWIDE SALE

Hog Market

Stock Market

Still In Progress

Davenports it;
Be Honored-At
Reception Here

•
2988.

Livestock Market

Morgan,Trevathan ik Gunn,Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., RENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY,CALLOWAY COURT/ AND AURORA

The Number To Call

7534434

Boxwood
Heater
Solid cast iron stove Wide
roomy frrebox. flat top, great
for cooking. For supplemental
home heating or use in cabins
or barns 41 7-3035 ,

Wood
Burner

AdOri
Basketballs
A. Official size And weight nylon wound tour na
- me nt basketball 634 2356
B. Voit collegiate basketball Official size, weight
and performance 634 241 4

Soundeaign Stara.
Record Player wiAldilrld Radio

I

listen to peer sound on the Soondirsrpn AM FM
Gemmed Electric AM FM
phone with IS- speakers. System features 3 speed
rode ,'nø,TV bond for. phono with volume canted. Wen,* end fone eon
troh Menu& n ousomehe opereeron Inel that cover
you 90 Ii. *0 Toot
fervent* TV provers
end IS adopt., 20101113*
Uses 9V ban, no int+ -307 1801

BACKBOARD &
GOAL COMBO
36 oIl
% backboard.',
steel goal and all weather
net 634-4032

Ilearthwaraser Now ... a forced au neatink
udit that'can be Used with
Your Hart glass fire screen
Use with yetis ersisbng grate
By burning your fwe with the
Olds doors closed. you not
only get additional heat into
your room. but you 111410 stop
loss of room heat th
-

•

Gert thre.eneren saymg
tor cm. .ps
mobile SOM•41 Of tarrt house. This wood •
ho. n,,,g hoot*. nomnis on I, 0
I
n ombk,t,,h,o• ..&i (,o., orno1.1.
ond
f
o,$.. ,"s..
elNn.nbleo rn.nn ..nn•.,,dO 01r ims•
nil I ved rh,n,no,
sn,.• .4.20 0,..4.,<1.
,nnot
es,,1
••••
,r rt,
doors 4 1 7 pm,

_ —
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cIPSEt*pment

it
Attend the 111110111
Intermittent periods of confii
DE.A DR LAMB I am a help.
Station. New York. NY 10019
DEAR READER
ou sion may be asiociated witf
healt woman of 57 and have
It will give vou
malived a normal Me I take no were wise in seeking medical low blood sugar An inability tion on all. of •morelhfor
the different
- pills but my mind is slipping consolation Many people who to provide adequate oitygena- (lungs that' can happen
to „
fast arid my memo -45 nil. I start having memory prob- lion to the brain can be the . person as they get older
and
do every-day things by- habit - -- lems :and short attention problem That can result from have such changes in
mental
read the paper. have conver- spans.)sometimes associated a variety of circulatory dis- function.
sations ishort onesi and the with addtional • symptoms. eases involving the heart
There are lots of things pexr
next day or the same evening have changes that are related itself or from a plug of arter- pie can do to prevent such
I have forgotten what 1 read to the -aging mmd time- or ies going to the brain that problems and to.help theminterfere with blood flow'
and what was said. My hus- these same symptoms. includ
selves The more letters
band is ready to divorce me ing poor memory. can occur
There is.„.such a long list of receive from people like
and tells me I have the mem- in young people and have things that can. cause this self the more impressed yourI am
nothing whatever to do with problem that I'm convinced with the point that
ors' of a 3 year Old. i
middleaging
an
'has
one
mind,
so
to
-1 Went to a well-known clinthat a person who has such aged people ought to
giv
ic and they could find nothing ...ose a little discretion in decid- syniptorns needs o be seen by ing themselves a start
memory
•
•
. m sick with ing what's going on
at least three different tramin program. You could
Worry, I try not to let on an
sometimes even forget- how of five people with these specialist in internal medicine this yourself You can
dumb I am until my husband changes that are commonly to took for such problems as exercise the brain and
the
called senility really have an low blood sugar or other memory system
reminds me.
similar to
' What is the matter^ Is there underlying medical problem 'metabolism defects, a neurol- exercising the skeletal
anything I can do' I need your which should be treated ogist wiie•will look tor prob- muscles The trick is using it
---•
lems related to poor circulation to -the brain and various
diseases of the brain And
finally and quite important. a
psychiatrist who will be able
to pick up such things as a
depression
. Many- middle-aged people
• 3 Number
have a change in mental func4 Tellurium
1 Blemish
. symbol
• ,CI COM BOOM tion because they're -reall
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP) 5-Pronoun
5 Extra-,
HOC CCM COO2 depressed The depression can Four
Paducah residents
8 Cassy .
usually
be
6 Ablwa
treated'it
so
really
COD CCCOCCOMM
12 Sea eagle
7 Man's name =COO COMO
is - a tragic error when 3 per- surrendered
to
agents
13 Crony _
8 Preposition
son who has a depression as Tuesday after being named in
DO
0002
OCC
14 Russian city 9 Native metal
as being senile and warrants in connection with
COO COO T CO,2 labelpd
15 Golf mound 10 GOssip
properly treated.
the theft of 41.8 ounces of gold
16 Courtyard
CC CC T •CO 02 'isn't
11 Sailor's
I am sending you The
18 Shade tree
patron saint OCOICLI 111110 13C13 Health Letter number 14-2. from Union Carbide Co. in
19 Near
16 Attitude
©AT CCIa 013
The Aging Mind Other read- Paducah.the FBI said.
20 Additional
17 Monster
The, gold had been reported
ers
COMM
CCM
who want this issue can
s
21 Proceed
20 Girl's name
send 75 _cents with a long. missing after an inventory in
23 Behold!
22 Faroe Isainds CLIEWCOCCU c 03 stamped.
self-addressed enve- November.- , LIC " 'qii WM
IA 'Wipe.Out
whirlwind
lope_
for
4.
Send- your request
GUO
26 Massive
MOO
Om'
Joseph-- E. Griffin Jr.,
S.witt
25
r
to me, in care of this newspa28 Trap
26 Obtained
special
agent in charge of the
per. P0 Box 1551. Radio City
29 Garden tool 27 Make
36 Macaw
45 Equal
FBI in Kentucky, identified
30-Spigot
amends
37 At no time
46 Gaelic
those named in the warrants
32 Discover
28 Weight-0!
39 Part of "to 48 Ethiopian. •
33 Intellect • •
as Gregory William Hunt, 28;
India
be"
title
• 34 Burrowing - 29 Strike
AO Lawgiver
Charles Brooks Dunoy, 45:
50 Perform
animal
31 oqtlike part 41 Fresh-water 51 Subject to
38, and D°uglas
35 Porittguese 33 Attain
fish
Suffix
ams.z.
8.
currency
Subscribers who nave not receiv- Ra Williams.
34 Small
•
•42 Cheers
53 NOte of scale
36 River island
44 Town' • amount
ed their home-delivered copy of - He said they were charged
54 Exists
.37 Baseball
The Murray Ledger & Times by with theft of government
• teams
530' p m Monday-Friday or by property and -aiding and
,• 38 Mend
330 pm Saturdays are urged to abetting the sale and
.40 Uo2
Aispositinto.....oL stolen- gover- . 41M0
--tir [53-1916 We-MR ri-531T
43 College deg.
and
6--pirmollier
LdayJirough Fri- nment property, which carries
19
.
21 22
23
44 Inlet
•
20Il
day,
or--3:30
•
p.m.and 4 p.m. a maximum penalty of 10
454-iebrew lette
years aria-a $10,000fine,
Saturdays.
- 47 Swiss rnew
1125
II lia .127
Hunt and Williams are
49 Lift
A c-irculation department
51 Comparative a Uri
ill1I
employee is on duty during these Union Carbide employees.
ending
-•
time periods to insure delivery of - The four were taken before
- 52 Describes
your
newspaper. Calls must be U.S.Magistrate David King in
. ;55 Actual being
56 Hardin arid
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4 Paducah, who scheduled a
• Co6b
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee preliminary hearing at 10:30.
• 57 Withered
a.m. Jan. 15.
delivery.
•
a4°
Attopneys.lor._Arie governThe regular business office hours,
a a @V SIR
ment
asked-that bond-Ile-set at
of The Murray ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monca) through $5,000 each for the four, but
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon,. 'Satur- after 'questioning them King
days
.released them on their own
Distr. by Letitei, Feature Syndicate, Inc.
. recognizance.

CARTER STUDIO
304 main

ret, Store 159-4600
.4 15. -If ye love me,
i‘ee;,• ,ity commandments. It
••-.40
-whocilexet banand abideth not in
▪ L:octr ine of Christ hath not
He that abideth in the
Part time take inventory local
of Christ, he hattt the
!,7
stores. Car necessary. Write
• •."0. and the Son Sabbath
phone number, experience to
-;1,0 service Saturday's 11
• ' ICC, 189 Bek.304,-Paramus. NJ
_
• -----0,552.
•
Study by phone
• 'ne Free Store for the
All donations apBabysitting. my home, Hazel
ated Anyone having need
Highway. experienced 492A Aid like Bibte information
8698 .-.,
tuitv call Bible Facts or Free
Will
keep
children
in my home
- 759-4600.
753-7765
IIIILE CALL
Will do house_cleaning Call
"Is Conscience a Safe
436-2292
Guide" 159-4444 For
12. Insurance
Teens
"Christian
Recreation" 159-4445.

Four Arrested In
Connection With
Union Carbide Theft

YOUR PAPER?

' dill` , IV 7 "ill"
'Es ilLiiii: •
II
II

a
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a a
a
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Clyde Stovall,

753-8298

Warehouse
Storage
Pace
For Rent
ideal for storing house full of
furniture cars, antiques,
business overfiows etc.

Ae would like to take this opOortunity to thank .everyone
00 helped in any way to make
tne _passing of our father.
indfather
and brother.
-..3•1Eir to bear
litany thanks to our friends
and neighbors for the food.
',)wers. cards visits, and most
all your prayers at this time •
thanks to Brother Billy
l'..rner Tommy . and Susie
and. Miller funeral Home
...r their ercettent service. A
special thanks • to the
par;oearers May God bless you
r OUT time of need
tn,> family of Edgar Armstrong

5: Lost

DUNNO... 1)<
CRACKS IN THE
SIDEWALK...PLASTER
THE WALL ...MAKE
BRICKS ...

TH/S IS THE FIFTH TIME
I'VE BEEN OVER HERE
TONIGHT

IreAJES7IoN
THEM-„,
WHEN THEY

225 bushel gravity boo on Case
running gear, $650 Call 1530144 or 753-5463

1973, 12x60 Champion, all
electric, central heat arid air,
washer and dryer. $4500 Call
753-7930
M-Farmall with 2 row New Idea
1400 1979 Mobile home, fully ,
corn picker, both in excellent
furnished, pay equity and
condition. 153-9507.
assume loan. Call 753-3638.
1975 Sahara, 14x70, three, S 4 R Security Six 357
bedroom. 1f/ Oath, central gas
magnum, 4 inch blue anheat. new carpet. drapes. Can
013table sides, like new. $150:
be seen 24.1 miles west of Almo
Call 759-4620
Heights on Highway 464.
Target piston Colt "Python"
1978. 14x64 Two bedroom
38-.357 magnum. Target'
trailer, furnished with washer
sights. vented rib. 4" barrel
..u
rdryer, central air,
and nde
$290. Call 762-3746 or afte1•6
pinning, and concrete steps.
pm 753-1982_
• $12,000 Call 474-8822.

22. _Musical

For sale. Drum set. Pearl blue.
I2'x66 trader, natural' gas, very
bass, iinare, floor tom. - clean No pets. Call 489-2118.
mountiTtom. high hat cymbol
and? monied cyMIATSTUD0153-1205
Three bedroom central heat
Wanted. Responsible party to
'natural gas, n'ew furniture and
take over low 'monthly
carpet. • 2 full baths, near
payments on spinet piano. Can
University. Call.753-5209.
be seen locally. Write Credit
Manager, P.O. --Box 537.
Two bedroqm. all electric
Shelbyville, Ind, 46176.
trailer No pets, $130 per month. $100 depo153-98291Two bedroom, 12x60, in large
lot, partially furnished, approximately 3 miles east of Murray.
753-6283
Two bedroom, all electric.,
water and garbage pickup furnished, one mile from city
limits Highway 121 south. $50
deposit, $90 per month. Also,
one- to $50 deposit, $80 per
month.'No pets. Call 753-5405
alter 6 pm.
Home T111114

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control

3. Card of Wanks

-1Wth29 WoAii
ig
Firewood, oak and -hickory.
delivered. $20 a rick. Call 474;
23132,

For salt or trade 12 ft
neckover trailer with bumper
hitch and dual axles -Will-tradefor a Runabout boat Call 7539400
For sale or trade 1979 Jeep
Wagoneer Call 436-2427

14. Want To Buy
Used fishing boats. motors, and
traiFers, $2000 and under Ca*
753-3672

Lady wants to rent a sleeping
room in hem*. Needs to be
near hospital or vocational
school. Call 753-7413 after
3:30 pm.

Firewood for sale: $20 a rick
delivered, $15 a rick you haul.
Wood ready now. 759-1167.
Firewood. 18 inch, 24 inch.
Oak and Hickory, $25 00 rick.
Fancy natural honey 14-5110Call 489-2327.

32. Apts. For Rent
For rent Nice large unfurnished apartment trite roomg 2
bedrooms utility room Call
753-7276

Firewood
For Sale
$18 AND UP!
Delivered
Call 753-9871 after S
p.m. 7674441.

Two iiird dogs in Lynn
.;•ove vicinity Gill 435-4556

_
Small black dog
with some gray.
hair last seen
near
tormer's
store on 280. Answers to name of
Jack. Child's birthday
present.
Has Scott Terrier
face.
Cell

$370 00 Per 1000 envelopes,
you mail Write M.A.P . Route
I. Kirksey. KY 42054

WHAT DO YOU
yVANTME TO DO
WlTl-lTHf
50-CALLED
FROSTING?

For your
Lite•thealth.Home
Car•Farm•Businoss
Loos. TO Tilt SHHito

Phone 753-7618 offer 5-00
m

SEE? IF YOU TAKE YOUR
PF_N AND 60 ALONG THE
E06E O WE RULER,
THEN LIFT IT UP, YOU'LL
HAVE A NICE STRAIGHT...

• BEETLE BAILEY

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND
FOOD SERVICE EMPLOYEES.
Needed for growing fast food
operation. Excellent opportunity for persons looking for
advancement and bettering their
junite. POSIIIOnS open in .Murray ' and other locations
throughout the southeast.
Equal opportunity empliver If
interested call Mrs Sexton at
Kentucky Fried Chicken for ap- pcnntrnerit ton tree 1-800433-5912

Want to bur 1970-77 International- Scout, would-also-Me-a
female .Cocker Spaniel. pupoy,
prefer buff colored. 474-2361:
For sale Side tool bins for
pickup $150. 4 manual
hydraulic lack lifts. 41 inches
high. 5.000 lb capacity on
casters $350 Call 753-1966
days. 753-3245 nights.
For sale Hospital bed, $100 or
best -offer Must " sell. 7539909
Racking horse 7 years old,tifitte
wilh-Lap sand
Also 17 Runabout with 115 hp
Evinrude motor Call 153-8567
after 5 pm
Typewriters for sale, Two electric four manuals. For more information see Bob Taylor, Murray-Ledger and Times, 103 N
4th Street.

Help Wanted Male or female
-Wanted. Salesperson Lincoln
In9ome ,Life Insurance is a
growth company looking for someone who is capable of matching this growth -Promotions'
11.-Home Furnishings
available: but optional, liberal _ Antique oak dining table and
starting comperrsation with--no •‘• chairs, end table. antique
limit on future earnings Good
cabinet. canopy bedroom Suite.
fringe benefits like Free life inDuncan Phyfe buffet. Call 753sOrance. ftee health insurance,
8615.
free retirement program, good
For sale: /2 inchsofa. Also
disability program, -paid vacaHager pottery lamp. Call 153tion arid sick leave Must -have
6056.
a minimum high schoOl education and' be of legal age. ConFour eked refrigerators. Montact To Witharris Hill. 444-6967.
tgomirY Ward.- Phone 7531966._ .
Local Savings and Loan is now
accepting applications for
19. Farm Equipment
teller position. Banking or. Sav1170 International 656 with ings and Loans experience
duals with 414 plows 10 disc,
helpful. Position offers ex-.
469 New Aelland hay bin, one
cellent working conditions and
row Massey Ferguson corn
fringe benefits Send resume to
picker 1973 GMC one ton
P 0. Box 32A
pickup 16 goose neck trailer
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES.
Call before 230. 436-5861
Needed. for growing fast food
operation. Excellent-opportuniI v,
FENCE MATERIALS
Chain link fence, 3 to
ty for persons looking for advancement and bettering their
12 ft. tall, Cedar
privacy fence, split
future. Positions open in Murrail, barbwire, wood,
ray and other'tocations
and steel post, gates,
throughout the 'southeast.
Dog kennels. Also pipe
Equal opportunity employer. It
and tubing for strucinterested call Mrs. Sexton at
tural use.
Lame lwesetary • Lew.Pike
pointment Toll free 1-800-633AAA FENCE
59127 '
. SUPPLY
Wanted: Babysitter for infant in
444-111116
my home. References- reqyrred.
Paducah,Ky
H 60W.
Call 759-4478.

COME TO.

1

The Board of Trustees of the City of
Hazel passed an ordinance upon second
reading on January 7, 1980 granting the
641 South Water District the franchise
for water and sewer services within the
city. A copy of this ordinance is
available for public inspection at the
City Hall during regular business hours.

Mobile sign for sale Comptete
alphabet included $499 Cad
759-1915
.Pecans, shelled, fresh, one
Pound packages halves and
pieces, $3 50 Alpha Mu. ESA,
Philenthropic organization
Days 753-6625. evenings 1533710 or 759-1288

New two bedroom 'apartment fireplace,, many extras. $765.
753-1779.
Two, 2 bedroom, furnished
apartments. One for $125 per
month. one $150 per month
located at 643 N 4th Call 7538119

commissioned: art work Laura
Pommier. /53-0663

26. TV-Radio

__1111111$
FIR IMITS Large room with
rivate entrance and
lchen facilities. Call
753-8572 or 4364479.

For sale 25 inch console color
years old. Call 436-2807.
25 Inch color console, Quasar,
Sleeping room refrigerator in
for $100. like new. Cali 753hall. private entrance Zimmer,
2385.
man Apartments. South 16th
'Pioneer KPX 9000 car AM-FM
St.. 753.6609
stereo casette tape deck Dust
34. Houses FolTelit
be used with amplifier) $150
Foot bedroom, two story brick
Call 762-3746 or after 6 pm
house, 704 Olive Street. 753753-7982
5191.9 am to-4 30 pm. 25 inch RCA color t.v.,
automatic, $250..In good con- - -.For sent!, Large house, one
dition. Phone 753-6531.
block from University. Has
-private upstairs apartment that
Wanted: responsible party to
take tin small monthly payment . can be sub-lent. If intereste51
call 753-5870.
on 25" color t.v. Warranted.
Clayton's - I & B. Music, 753For rent: 3 bedroom house in
country. Call'491 8225
7575.-

Emerson Electric Company has en immediate
opening for Production Planner - Scheduler in
Materials Management. Duals a growing manufacturing concern. Located in a rural area near Kentucky Lake, offering excellent fringe benefits and
salary: Send confidential resume and salary
requirements to, or call, Andy Bacharach, Industrial Relations Manager, P.O. Box 610, Paris,
TN 38242.(901)642-1120. An Equal Opportunity Employer. -

IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
THE ASSOCIATION OF

JOE L. KENNON

WITH IKE WORLD'S
LARGEST REAL ESTATE ORGANIZATION
.
devout Jimossiect
SINCE 1900
J.lL. lorwm,

Seeker
1912 Celeinew Rd.
753-41166

usTINGE WANTED
BUYERS FROM EVERYWHER
E
NA flONWIDE BUYER & SELLER REFERRAL SERVICE)
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34. Houses For Rent

31L Pets-Supplies

Newly decorated 3 bedroom Attack dogs
for sale. Doberhouse. full carpet. 4 miles west mans
and.Rottweilers. Training
of Murray. Southwest school for your dog
Wildfire Kennels.
district, $210 per month
Paducah, KY 554-59/6
deposit and references required Call 753-4406 or 435- AKC registered black Labrador
Retriever. 9 weeks old. Call
4119
_ _
492-8851 or 492-8819.
Three bedroom house washer
and dryer hookup. available
January 15th. located on
Highway 94 East Call /536295
Three bedroom. 1 1 7 bath, den, 43. Real Estate
tiity _Leg Agashei_4441_4140,
-Newly decorated References
Purdom & Thurman
and security deposit required Insurance & Real Estate
$250 per month Located 5 or
6 miles out of Murray 328Murray, Kentucky
8255 or 382 2731.
753-4451

36. For Rent Or Lease .
1.
1.
1.
111.
11 .
.
1 1 1m1
Ditterent strokes tor different
lolks modern lit level 4
bedroom 2 bath home with
,,entral heat and air, family
room • eat-in kitchen. laig/utility room.. situated on 1'
acre lot m-I. Priced in the
$40's. Phone
75337. Livestock-Supplies 1,492 Offered by Century 21
Four month old pigs for sale Loretta Jobs Realtors
Call 436 2826
New brick two bedroom home
one acre of land north of
plus
-One pure bred Hampshire male
double
hog, one year old Also 9 Murray- carpeted
garage only $32,000 Call
shoats Call 492 8354
Spann Realty Associates 753
38:Pets-Supplies
7124
AKC registered Doberman puppies Females, $100 males.
Ainley Auction &
$125 Call 431-4535 or 521
Realty Sales
Col (UUNI'i[eitiv
9991
\ 1...f.',r fit ,.11
\;
AKC registered Toy Poodles
I
four black 2 apricot Call 354-

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

lectric,
up form city
th $50
h Also
80 per
3-5405

43. Real Estate

50. Used Trucks

Owner financing di 9 per
cent Neat cottage on Lakeway'
Shores with community water.
access to boat ramp and picnic
area Buy uow before the spring demand Call Spann Realty
Associates /53-//24

53. Services Offered

Ford F 25u 4 nrieel drive, good Carpet
cleaning
tree Insulation biowr. Ii o,eais
shape. 753-9299
CARROLL
estimates satisfied references, save on these high heating and
1974 For Raoger XLT -pickup, Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- cooling bills, Call Sears. 153.TIRE
Z excellent condition $2500 ing Call lees Carpet Cleaning 2310 for tree estimates
SERVICE
753-5821
1
1 Call 474-8822
Licensed electrician Prompt
Your Car And
Driveways
white rocked and efficent service Reasonable
=
1976
Ford
three-quarter ton
Light Truck
= pickup. V8, automatic graded free estimates Clifford rates Call Ernest White 753
Tire Dealer
LI transmission. cheap' 436- Garrison 753-5429 after 4 0605
1105 Pogue
11,71u p
PM
2c2
p119
p 2
Licorsed Electrician and gas in
753-148q
Ford - Range; halt ton Fireplace and chimney brick stallation heating installation
11811181211 UIIUTIL
. Factory cap. like new repair Fireplace inserts and and repairs. Call /53/203
stoves, made to order Brick
49. Used Cars
$3995_ C0_753-6170._ _
hcruse- porntrug-C-att *ter1978
Cougai
XR7, low mileage.1 1975 GMC- High Sierra, bought
PERFECT SETTING
economy size motor, lots of ex- new by _owner, 35,000 'actual pm. 436-2855.
Mobile home on a
tras. 753-7505 after 5 Pai- milé. Ac, pcpb. AM-FM stereo Fence Sales at Sears now Call
beautiful wooded lot
Sears 753-2310 for tree
1968
Camaro,
loaded with ex- tape player.
110030) with a nice
estimates
for yoin needs
workshop in back.
[here! Who said a congressman couldn't tras, real sharp Call 759-1718
-Guttering
by Sears Sears conMobile home has cen19)0 Datsun 8-210. yellow, 4- 1966 GMC pickup, three- tinous gutters
screw a light bulb in a socket?"
installed per Snow removal from driveways.
tral gas heat and cendoor, au, automatic, 16.000 quarter ton, real worker, best
Jour
specificatio
ns
Call Sears parking lots. etc Also tractor
tral air. Lot also has
offer
.Phone
759-1718
43. Real Estate
miles, extra clean. Parker Ford,
43. Real Estate
'753-2310 for free estimates
two septic... WAILS.ifwork
breaking. disking:
753-5273.
1968 - Military Jeep truck,
another trailer hookup "A-1tigne'-rtbW • - business laterl
Have your carpet cleaned by bushhogging. blade Work Call
25.000
f›
miles,
-w
--------excellent
91
condi1r
-.Five
1976
bedroom
Datsun
8-210, blue. 2home on 12th
is desired. Located
Joe Smith Carpet Center. the 753-7400 from til 5. after 5
Street zoned business. Great
-door hatchback, AM-FM radio. tion. Call 753-4904 between
Northwest of Murray
people who know carpets. Call pm 753-2632.
ip
am
and
5
pm.
aidomatic,
investment
local
opportunity
car.
Can
in
make
the
- -only 3 miles.' Phone
753-6660
for free estirnates
path of progress. Mid $40's.
a good deal. Parker Ford, 753- 51. Campers
Sewing machine repair at
Kopperud Realty, 753753-1222
Having trouble getting things homes, all makes and models,
Call Spann Realty Associates,
5273.
1222.
Mid-winter
sale!
Entire
invendone around the home? Plumb- Small repair. oiling, cleaning.
753-7724.
ECONOMICALLY
1976 Datsun F-10, Hatchback, tory1 1979 models drastically
ing, carpentry, roofing? Call re-adjusting Service call inSPEAKING
Doctor or nurse. worried about
33.000 miles, excellent condi- reduced. Three units with
YOUR SOMEDAY
cluded. $20, VVutss Sewing
getting to work this winter
tion, Michelin radial tires. S. slight hail damage, below cost. 753-8950
Three bedroom house
HOME
speed. over 30 mpg $3000 Free automatic awning with Herndon's Welding Route 6 Machine Repair Murray -Call
when the ice and snow comes?
on 2 acre lot located on
436-5560
Call 753-1913
Need a phone in your car? Have
Can be yours today!
Utterback Road just
every 1980 unit sold. All parts Box 154 753 9507
Beauty has been capa pet, but no place to put it?
Tree trimming and removing
north of Murray. The
and
accessories
10 per cent
1976 Ford Torino, like new, low
KYNOIS &
Like a large work room away tured in this unique
home has 1,772 sq. ft.
Also light hauling 753-5476
mileage. Also a Pioneer in dash oft Prices good through
contemporary home in
JIMMY MeCLURE
from it all for those rare spare
of living area, new
AM-FM stereo and 8-track with January 31st. White's Camper
Will do plumbing and heating
Canterbury' Estates.
moments? We have a solution
Builders
roof, and has been
General
Sales.
East
94
Highway, Murspeakers. Call 753-7855 after 5
repairs. and remodeling around
their
Are
re-opening
for
The
gap
you...For
has
.
recently
been
the complete picinsulated.
ray. 753-0605.
pm.
the home. Call 753-9600.
business with an exbridged
ture, call 753-1492. Offered
between
Priced at only $26,000.
the new Prowler trailers for
See
1978 Fairmont Squire wagon
cellent crew of carWill haul driveway white rcick
beauty and quality
by- Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Phone
Kopperud
cream color. Ford factor 1980 - Also many good used
penters and other
and Ag lime also have any type
Realtors
with this architectural
Realty, 753-1222 for all
Camper
Arrowhead
demo, low, low miles, trailers,
workers.
Home
of brown or white pea gravel
masterpiece. Phone us
your Real Estate
,automatic, power steering, Sales. Highway 80 East.
buildings, ApartmentCall Roger Hudson,.153-4545
today to view this exneeds.
power brakes, new car warran- Mayfield. KY. 247-8187.
Remodeling homes,
or 753-6763
clusive listing. Phone
ty. Parker Ford. 753-5273.
Additions to homes,
53. Services Offered
Kopperud Realty, 753Wet basement? We make wet
Commercial
and
1222.
1979 Future. 2-door, light blue AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodelbasements dry. work completeBuilding. Call 436-5812
BEAT THE
maintenance
with dark blue top, local one ing
and
ly guarenteed. Call or write
489-2697
or
INFLATION CRUNCH
owner trade-in AM 8-track, References Guaranteed work
Morgan Construction Co.,
bench seat, automatic, air, Free estimates Call 753,8948 Mechanic or body work, 1
Nice custom built
Route
2, Box 409A. Paducah,
&
power steering, power brakes " or 753-2501 after 5 pm
trailer located On 3-1/3
Garage Call 474-2381 or 52/- KY 42001, or call day or night:
Parker Ford. 753-521-1.-scres-jost-5- miles east
1-442-7026
3777.
of Murray. Beautiful
1979
rock
Futura.
haul
white
Wanted
Will
2-door,
dark
57.
blue.
Painting - Paperhanging. ComThis makes house sense' For
setting with several
local one owner trade-in. and Ag Lime. Also
mercial or residential. Fam
the active family who wants. a
outbuildings and a
Automatic, air. power steering. have washed gravel.,
estimates. 759-1987,
really functional home, here's
block ,guest house.
power brakes. AM-FM stereo, Call 489-2372
your opportunity 3 bedrooms.
Property is all fenced
small motor, like new. Parker
2 baths, fully equipped kitRONNIE PEA
and cross-fenced for
Ford. 753-5213.
chen _A good place to raise a
livestock. Call today
ome window cleaning, no job too larg
For sale 1965 Buick stationfamily Call
for an appointment.
. 753r
small, reasonable rates, insured an
wagon. good condition. Must Byers Brothers & Son-General
1492...Offered by Century 21
Phone
Kopperud
home
remodeling,
xperienc
framing,
ed. Call 759-1176 day or night.
Loretta Jobs Realtors
Realty, 753-1222 for-all
aluminum siding, gutters, and
your Real Estate
1973 Grand Torino station- roofing. Call
1-395-4967 or 1needs. We 'are memwagon, best otter. Call 759- 362-4895.
bers -of Multiple
1718
Listing Service.
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Concrete and block work. Block
Have two 1,979 Fairmont Squire garages. basements,
201 Walnut knit
driveways,
Wagons, Ford factory demos walks, patios,
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day.Wed.
steps, free
One white, one red. Full factory estimates. 753-5476,
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday
7:30 til 5:00
Chesley Beach farm located '2 warranty, Deluxe interior, lugPrice of
mile west of Kirksey. 68 acres gage rack with all options. Way Carpenter contractor. New and
HAIRCUT $1.25
with 48 acres tenable land, nder -dealer cost. Parker Ford, remodel. Hawley Bucy, 492for IllespitelI hewn vas
731 3è4S ••• dry le adv.. Moto'y PA&
8120.
rest in timber, garden. and 753-5213.
FANTASTIC
yard, 1.6 acres dark tobacco 1976 MG B.
sharp, low Carpentry service. Whatever
INVESTMENT
base. acre burley base, also mileage. $3800 firm.
Call 443- your needs, old or new, quality
In this Duplex. One
wheat base: two dwelling 3811 after 5 pm,
work. Call 753-0565.
4111.11161.
"" FREE
houses, tobacco barn, burley
unit offers 3 BR., and
Carpet
cleaning,
at
reasonable
1979
Monarch.
2-door,
gray
one unit offers 2 BR.
shed. stock barn. Price
20 MILE
$55.000 Call 753-4976 or and white, AM-FM stereo rates. Prompt and efficient serThe 3 bedrodn unit
DELIVER
vice.
Y
Custom
Carpet
Care. 489power steering, power brakes.
has-a-living-roem:-den,
89 222.5
conditioned,
air
local
car
kitchen and dining
1-.
-1 ;.;
mir 753-0984
46-.-Homes For Salc•Ati.,i Needs to go! Parker Ford. 753
area and a full bath.
-„Flancei.
md.cy4lp.t
ol.2..s..2
41...14ses
iwustatyle-oL.
We 411=-- --ror
l'oltriTetitrarrillf17-11 r? bini 21
viv -en--Th-e-rrieck
-r7o
-riiuriit
fices, cottages, mobile home arl-ons, and patios, or Ohouse. 704 Olive Street 753- 1972 Mustang,. very good con
old block and white into
has a living and dining
5791 9 arnto 4.30 pm.
RURO, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
combination, large
heirloom oil.
damn 1803 College Farm
patio. Call us today
x 60. Buy the best for less.
Home for sale! Central gas Road
CARTER
STUDIO
CLOUD MOM MI 5p• lit su rPw
about this one.
heated home, near University' 1974 Mustang II hatchback
- 100 ACRES
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Has- -three- - bedrooms.- formal- -WM take best offer --Caft 1-59
We now offer 100
dining room, and recently 4508
acres, M/L off Hwy.
redecorated Priced in mid
280, mostly timber,
- See by calling 753- 1977 Pinto wagon. light green.
has lovely building
local trade in. Low miles.
3763.
site, (old home place),
automatic, air, power steering.
47. Motorcycles
lots of Hwy. frontage,
looks and' drives real good,
not far from Blood
XR--75 Honda, good condition. Come see. Parker Ford. 153River.$63,900.
starts easy runs good. lot of ex- 5273.
tras, $300 753-8078. days, 1916 Vega CT stationwagon
%153-8080
753-1205 nights.
36.000 actual miles Call 7537853

1.

J

NI
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Standing (from left to right) Bill Kopperud, Broker, Geri Andersen,
Ellen /ones,Secretary, George Gallagher. Kneeling Don Bailey and Bill
Rayburn.
As we begin a New Year, the staff at Kopperud Realty wish to thank the
people of Murray and Calloway County for your cooperation and support
during 1979.
Bill Kopperud, broker, opened a new real estate firm in Murray on
January 1, 1976 with a pledge to provide courteous and competent real
estate service to the people of this area. Since that day over fourteen
million dollar-5 of real estate activity have been handled by our office(gross
sales including those sold through Multiple Listing). Our policy of putting
you first has kept us first in sales volume for 3 consecutive years,1977,1978,
and again in 1979.
we-begirrour frfth- business-year, ancf-enter-a new -decade, Kopperud
Realty renews its pledge to work hard in providing the best possible service to you. In 1980 and the years to come, we want to be your Real Estate
Company.

1977 Blazer, 4WD. 39000
miles. excellent condition. All
Terrain radial tires. $6000. Call
753-1913.
1963 Chewolet truck for sale
Needs clutch $200 Call 4354131
1969 Chevrolet hatf ton
pickup. body rough, runs good.
good tires. $200, Call 7531966 days or 7545 bights.
1611 Ryan Avenue
1972 Chevy pickup, power
Sunday Jan. 13, 1980
brakes. power steering, V8
automatic. good condition. Call
2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
489-2425.
This home has been restored to the best
1976 Dodge 300 van, 318.V8.
pS&Sible
condition. The walls have been very attractively
46,000 miles, $2300. Call 753refinished with wallpaper and paneling. The wood1.532.
work has been refinished. New floor covering
has
For sale or trade: 19413 leap
been added throughout the house. The exterior
has
Truck all original flathead. 4
been-scraped,-canliced-tutd retpaidttti. Therrlitcylinder. 16 inch snow tires,
insulation Overhead and there are storm doors and
and excellent 4 wheel drive.
windows all around the house to insure low utility
$950. Phone 1-354-6217.
bills the year around. This home is ideal for a young
couple buying their first home or a retiring couple
For sale 1919 C1-5 Renegade
with reduced home needs. Offered at $25,000. Don't
Call 753-3938
forget the open house Sunday Afternoon, Jan.
13,
1978 Ford Custom van, loaded
1980,from 2 till 4.
with extras $6500 Call 7591915
JOHN SMITH,REALTOR
For sale: 1971 GMC Vandura,
only 56,000 miles, 15 mpg: 90'
per cent customized. Many extras, $3100 invested_ Will sell
44...425.00.• Call Brad triter
day 753-1250 extenSion 273.
nights 1-901-243-7,112.
For sale 1979 Chevy pickup.
641 North across from Boston Tea Party
4x1, sharp, take over
Phone 753-7411 Around the Clock
payments Call after 5 pm,
753-9678. .

-BOYD-MAJORS

105 N. 12th Street
753-8080

SMALL FARM
TRI-LEVEL
Spacious 3-BR., B.V. and Frame tri Always yearned for land of your own
level on 11
/
2 acres, wooded lot. So muc then look at this! Modern 3 BR., brick,
quality - fireplace, lovely carpeting, extra large kitchen, central heat and
formal dining room, unique kitchen air, 13.7 acres located 't way between
cabinets, economical heat pump. Call Murray and Mayfield off #464.$44,900.
toda about this one.

Newly decorated and carpeted, 3 BR.,
B.V. home,large kitchen-den, spacious
master bedroom, carport. Located on
641. N. about 5u2 miles from town.
$37,500.
,

MODERN AS TOMORROW
In lovely Gatesboro, almost new 3 ER.,
By., 2 baths, this breathtaking home
looks to thetfuture. Great room, beamceiling, fireplace. A datzling island
kitchen, custom cabinets. Economical
heat pump. High 60's.

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ISTAIF,
After Office Hours
Iludra Moody 753-9036
Warren Shropshire 753-1277
LB.Moak 763-2387

Barbara Erwin 253-4136
ReubewMoody 753-9036
Homer Miller 753-7519
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FAST
JOIN USTOMORROW MORNING
AT THE HARDEE'S NEAR YOU.
Tomorrow, have something different for breakfast
for a change. Hardee's aelicio6s, new Homemade Biscuit
Breakfast. Golden, flaky, fresh-baked biscuit's. Made
from scratch each and every morning at Hardee's.
And made to order just for you in a,variety of tasty,
tempting, piping hot ways. From plain with jelly to
fancy with your choice of such delectable fillings as
sugar-cured ham,eggs, cheese, savory country__
sausage, or chopped beefsteak.
Sound good? Well, just you wait till you
taste it tomorrow at Hardee's. Hardee's new
Homemade Biscuit Breakfast.

_
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IMABLE COUP NA
2EFGSAUSAGE
OGR B$Ii
SC0U0
IT
BREAKFASTS

•

u

HAM,CHEESE
& EGG BISCUIT
BREAKFASTS
FOR $100

••••••••

Good only at Hardee's of
U.S. 641 & Chestnut, Murray,
KY. Please present this
•
eouporrbefore ordering. One
coupon per customer, please.
Customer must pay any sales
tax due on the purchase price
This coupon not good in
combination with any
other pliers
DPOOSPou anus'AMAIN II, 1No
Wiiinilliiran44

‘Ait

BUS

6•-•

. Good only at Hardee's of
U.S. 641 & Chestnut, Murray,
KY. Please present this
coupon before ordering. One
coupon per custorner_please.
Customer must pay any sales
tax due on the purchase price.
This coupon not good in
17- I combination with any..
-other oilers.
r

COUPON EXPiRES JANUARY KZ?.

